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LOCAL AFFAIRS

The Burrill National Bank
OF ELLSWORTH,

Authorized

NEW

Sealed proposal-.
Ntatemen'—Western Assurance Co
statement—Commercial I'uioo Assurance Co.
FntnkMn fcmw pool room

MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

pioneer National

Bank

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
FIRMS a no CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
and legitimate banking.
Correspondents. National Shawmut Hank of Boston; National Com-

\l»VKKT»SKn» NTM THIS WIKK.

.1 I. Floyd—New market.
o w Tapley—Insurance.

Whiting Hroa— Meats, vegetables, grocer leu,
flou», dry goods. etc.

Bank statement—Condition of First national
bank.
Patrick Kearns
Meats, groceries, canned
goods, etc
•I A Haynes— Meats, fish and groceries.
New York
R H Macv A Co.
—

SCHKUULK

mercial Bank, Albany, New York

In

W.

O.

TARLEY,

ELLSWORTH,

and

INSURANCE

effect December 4, 1905.
MAILS

IV1 El

INVESTMENTS.

PARTIES HAVING MONEY TO INVEST WILL KIND
IT TV THEIR ADVANTAGE TO CALL ON ME.

C. W. & F. L.

MASON, Agents
INSURANCE of
Every Description.

For

MAILS

OK

AT BLLBWOKTH fOlTOmOI.

Fife, Accident, liability ami Surety, Itiirglnr.N and Plate tllass Insurance.
Surety Bonds of all descriptions furnished on short notice,
and all at the lowest rates possible.
or
telephone Room* 2 and 3 First Nat Bank Bldg 4 Main St.. Ellsworth. Me
4^11. write
Fir*

RECEIVED.

From Wmt-7.16 a m, 6.1J p no.
From East— li.rti a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p

m.

MAIL CLOHRS AT rOSTOFFICK.

Going East—7 a m And 5.30 p in.
Going Wrat— 11 .SO a rn, 5 and 9 p
No Sunday mall.

m.

evening

supper in the

serve

vestry this

o’clock.

at 6

H. W. Dunn returned to-day from
a two-weeks’ visit to her mother, Mrs.
Catherine Waterhouse, of Saco.
Mrs.

THE NEW CO-OPERATIVE STORE. WILL BE

Miss Frances Jordan, of Ellsworth, has
entered the employ of the Staples Piano
A- Music Co., formerly Staples, Smith &

Moody.
auxiliary

The ladies’

OPEN SATURDAY. FEB. 10,

Brimmer next Tuesday,
o’clock.

(Smoked Shoulders)
CENTS

8

about

afterW’hat

James II. Scott and wife are in town for
with his father, John J. j
Scott. Mr. Scott is in the tailoring business at Southwest Harbor.
few weeks’ visst

The woman’s relief corps will give a
the Q. A. R. hall Thursday evening, Feb. 8. Members of corps
will bring cake. Everybody invited.
dime sociable at

POUND.

PER

at his

shall I read?”

THI8 !-

1=2 Ton California Hams
of the many bargains we have to offer.
only
We cordially invite you to attend this grand opening and
satisfy yourself that we carry the best line of goods and at
is

the late Charles

The Unitarian woman’s alliance meets

a

AT

of

3

at

at the parsonage next Wednesday
noon, Feb. 14. Topic: “Books.

Experience has taught us to keep our expenses where
cau sell at prices that wtll benefit the public.

This

son

13,

Feb.

home in

we

HEAR

w'ith Mrs. J. H.

tional church w'ill meet

Charles Loring,

Congrega-

of the

Loring, formerly of Ellsworth, died
Rutland, Vt., Jan. 28, aged
forty years.

E. J. Walsh, No. 9 Main St,
under the management of
.JAMES L. FLOYI), formerly of Floyd & Haynes.

formerly occupied by

in store

one

James E. Parsons, grand scribe of the
grand chapter, K. A. M., of Maine, left
last

surprisingly low prices.

THE FLOYD MARKET.

night

for

Norway

to pay

an

official

visit to the chapter there this evening.
E. J. Walsh, who has been reading law
in the office of L. F. Giles for several years
past, is in Bangor this week taking the
examination for admission to the bar.

George E. Sinclair, who has served a
four-years term in the United States navy,
returned home last week.
decided whether

LOOK AT THESE

^PRICES!=DROP IN FLOUR.

A S0=CENT

We are selling our

Fancy

Patent

TEMPLE GARDEN FLOUR at

S5

CORN, ANDMEAL0™ $1.10
SUGAR, 5 cents

a

A BAG.

pound.

12 cents

KEROSENE OIL,

a

gallon.

or

He

has not

yet

not he will reenlist.

The Epworth League of the Methodist
church will serve a New* England dinner
in the banquet hall at Odd Fellows hall

Wednesday,
Sparks from a burning chimney set fire
to the roof of Mrs. Sarah Partridge’s
house on Main street Sunday morning,
next

from 11.30 to 1 o’clock.

causing a little excitement but no damage.
Mrs. Seth T. Campbell, of Island Falls,
with her little daughter Madeline, arrived
night to remain a few days with her
father, PL K. Hopkins, while Mrs. Hopkins is in Boston.

last

extended to

from Ellsworth friends
Rev. A. H. Coar and wife,

of Farmington, on the birth of a son, born
Feb. 5.
Mrs. Coar was Miss Elizabeth
£»• Wiggin.
The sociable by the February social committee of the Congregational church will
take place at the vestry Friday evening,
Feb. 9. A literary contest will be one of
the features of the evening.

will

be

banquet

a

at

Feb. 2

On

a

Forget

our

Meats.

4 cents

CORNED BEEF,

a

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Parsons announce
the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Lora V. Parsons, to Hoyt A. Moore, of
New York, son of A. E. Moore, of this city.
Miss Parsons, who has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. F. A. Coombs, at East Orange,
N. J., the past two months, is expected
home the last of this week.

school building
was burned.

handsome

Rev.

J.

Philip H.
Columbus,

has presented to
council, Knights of
library of 117 volumes, w ith

D. O’Brien
Sheridan
a

The books include historical and
biographical works, and standard Eng-

case.

lish prose writings. The council* rooms
State street are now' very cosily fur-

on

nished, and the library is
dition.

valuable ad-

a

cause, but presumably
chimney. The family was away at
time, attending a party in the neigh-

from
the

councillor of

COLD CAUTIONS.
The time to cure a cold it just as
it mskes its appesrance.
Colds cannot cure themselves, and

soon as

delay

Cheaper

are a new

only

get

28c

per

grade

probably see
completely.

hogsheads emptied
with
jug !
your
quick

our

Be

They only

for all

cost

25c. per Box,

gallon.

the molasses

price we
jugs

cure

Don’t wait until you get a cold
before purchasing the remedy, but
buy a box of Rexall Cold Tablets
to-day and have them in readiness.

for

quoted last week—and how
Hew in! This week will

That’s the

and scientific

Colds, Grip, Coughs, Influenza, etc.
Their action is prompt and positive.

Than to STEAL it,
can

dangerous.

COLD TABLETS

To BUY Molasses
when you

is

and we positively guarantee them
to do all we claim or refund you
your money.

molasses

^E.
|

J. A. HAYNES,Thc Floyd&jiaynesjStore,
36 Main St., ELLSWORTH.

I

MOORE,

PHARMACIST,

CORNER OPP. THE POST OFFICT.

''

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

novst

unknown

borhood.

When the fire

was

a
programme. The board decided
upon a few changes, including the installation of electric lights for kerosene in the

was at her cottage in Falmouth when
the accident happened, but Was moved to

Boston last week and is

now

in

a

were special music,
papers and reports
reviewing the work of the league, by
several members of the society, and
short addresses by Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
of the Baptist church. Rev. J. P. Siraon-

Seaside

Funeral services
were

of Charles

EPISCOPAL.

which

paator.

Hev. J. P. Simonton.

Friday,
Sunday,

Feb. 9-

Sunday school at 11.45

a. m.

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A

Sunday,

Feb.

panied

here

The

remains

from

Boston

by

local

Beilatty
Thursday

were

a load of firewood home on the ioa.
necessitated going part of the wary

to haul

METHODIST

A.
11

lief corps.

Monday, March 19, at Odd Fellows hall,
Ellsworth, afternoon and evening—Con-

of District 13, of the I. O. O. F.
encampments of Maine.

on

the main river.

It

was

half

about

mile in

a

dusk.

He had gone over
and suppos-

perfect safety,

ing the ice the remainder of the way to be
his horse into a trot. Ho hod
reached Thurston ledge, when suddenly
the ice gave way and his horse and knd
were in the river.
Mr. Moore was standing on the load

safe, started

and when the horse broke

through

wat

its head, narrowly escaping
with his life. John Moore, who accompanied him, being on the rear of the load,
went in with it and had to swim to savt

thrown

over

horse was pulled down, by
immediately drowned.
following day a crew went to th*

himself.

The

the load and
The

place of the accident and succeeded in
covering the sleds, axes, etc. Mr. Moorc
estimates his loss at $150,
He had no?
owned the horse
The
fact

drowning

a year.
of this horse recalls Vht

that four other horses have perished
exactly the same place withii-

in

almost

the

past fifty years.
MOSES’

Society Floral Frnblem*always correct.

are

Address BAR HARBOR only
Open all the year ’round.

3tmntisnntnt8.

Luscious

Oranges
With The
Price

Squeezed!

accom-

Franklin Street

POOL ROOM,
E. E.

POVLE, Manager,

Street,

Franklin

ELLSWORTH.

Up-to-date appointments.
Conveniently
Drop
We carry
Tobaccos.

a

located.

in and

enjoy yourself.
full line of Cigars, Cigarettes and

the widow

and son, and by Howard II. Adams. Rev.
P. A. A. Killam officiated at the funeral.
A delegation from Lejok lodge attended.
There were many beautiful floral tributes
from friends, and from the Friend Supply
Co., of Boston, where Mr. Beilatty had for
a short time been employed, and the H. B.
Humphrey Co., of Boston, with which C.
E. Beilatty has for several years been connected. Mr. Beilatty and his mother reThe first annual convention of the I, O.
O. F. encampments of the 13th district of
Maine, will be held at Ellsworth Monday,
March 19. This district includes the encampments at Bangor, Old Town, Bar
Harbor and Ellsworth. The meetings w'ill
be held at Odd Fellows hall beginning at
3 p. m. At 6 supper will be served, and

NEXT SATURDAY’S SPECIE.

3tmcrtis£r.icnv

A.

held at his home here last

afternoon.

River

was beyond saving, and it was
Lakewood, Feb. 3 (special)—Norris.
impossible to save any of the furnishings. Moore, of this place, lost a horse last
As nearly all the residents of the viTuesday afternoon by drowning in Union
cinity w'ere at the party, a good crowd river.
w'as soon at the tire, and by hard work
Mr. Moore had finished his day’s worfco
succeeded in saving the stable.
hauling lumber to the landing from Beeefc.
hill, and instead of coming b°roe througt.
CHlTRCH NOTES.
the woods, as he had usually done, decidwc

tou, of the Methodist church, and B. B.

Whitcomb, president
union of Christian Endeavor.

L'niou

hospital. vention

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the
founding of the Epworth league was observed at the Baptist church Sunday
evening by the V. P. 8. C. E., of Ellsworth, Epworth League of the Methodist
church and
the pastors of the two
churches uniting in the service. There

of

on

Thurston Ledge.

the house

Killam, paator.
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
ters of Liberty, attended the service, meetat 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
ing at their respective halls and marching
7.
Evening praise and preaching service
to the church in a body. There was specat 7.30.
ial music, including solos by Mrs. F. B.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Kingsbury and Miss Eva Mayo.
Friday evening.
Before the opening of the city meeting
Monday evening, the mayor and aldermen,
COMING EVENTS.
w ith City
Clerk Hale, inspected the new
Wednesday, Feb. 7, at Unitarian vestry
electric lights at Hancock hall. The improvement over the old lights is marked. —Supper by woman's alliance at 6 o’clock;
The hall is much better lighted through- 15 cents.
out. and especially the galleries in which
Thursday evening, Feb. 8, at Grand
heretofore it was almost impossible to Army hall-Dime sociable by woman’s reread

powpew co„ new vow*.

Through Ice
Near

—

open for services Sunday morning for the
first time.
About twenty members of
Goodwill council, J. O. U. A. M.t and as
many more from Sunrise council, Daugh-

«akiwo

HORSE DROWNED.
Broke

discovered

Prayer service at 7.30.
Feb. 11 —Morning service at
The official call for the Masonic district 10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
convention has been issued. The conven- school at 11.45. Epworth league at 7. Pastion will be held in Ellsworth Thursday, tor’s service at 7.30. All services at the
Feb. 22, afternoon and evening. The as- new church.
signment for degree work is Winter HarBayaide—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m.
bor, first; Northeast Harbor, second; Mt. Mr. Simonton.
third.
A
committee
on
Desert,
arrangeCabinet meeting of the Epworth league
ments has been appointed from the two at the parsonage Monday evening, at 7
Ellsworth lodges.
o’clock.
Ladies’ circle will meet with Mrs. B. T.
At the 'coffee party to be given by St.
Joseph’s Catholic society at Hancock hall Sow’le Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 21, the entertier. J. .0. (flam*, patUnr
tainment will include a minstrel showr, in
which local talent will be assisted by
Sunday, Feb. 11—Morning service at
members of Bt. John’s parish in Bangor, 10.30. Sunday school at 11.46.
who pj#*duce a ministrel show ther“ next
Prayer and conference meeting on Friweek. A dance will follow the entertain- day evening at 7.30.
UNITARIAN.
ment. Ice-cream, cake and coffee will be
Rev. 8. W Sutton, paator.
served in the lower hall.
Sunday, Feb. 11 Service at 10.30 a. m.
The new Methodist church was thrown

turned to Boston last Monday.

O.

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

a

A.

STORE

pound.

ELLSWORTH.

the very best 40c

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

the main house from

The lire started in
some

■

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

It was known as the Marston school, receiving its name from Hon. Henry F.
Marston, who, many years ago, was enin the lumber business on Union
Mayor Hagerthy has reappointed Fred gaged
river. His wife, now deceased, was a sisH. McFarland as republican member of
ter of James A. McGown, of this city.
the board of registration, his term to exTwo Ellsworth young ladies were teachers
1908.
The
was
pire May 1,
appointment
in this school—Miss Margaret Baffin and
made* on the nomination by the republican
Miss Effle Walker, and it is, according to
committee.
city
the reports printed in the Berlin local
F. S. Call left yesterday for a visit of a
papers, largely due to their
coolness,
few days with his sister, Mrs. F. E. Bennerve and tact that the 500 pupils in the
nett, in Presque Isle. Before he returns building were put through the tire drill
he expects to visit Boston. Mr. Call takes
and safely marched out of the building.
this vacation in the hope that the rest

erts

WHITING BROTHERS,

It is

A.—i.

city of Berlin, N. H.,

of the

—

Don’t

afiDEttiBrmciufc

midnight.

Katahdin encampment, of Bangor, will
work the patriarchal degree; Mt. Desert
encampment, of Bar Harbor, the golden
rule degree, and Wivurna encampment, of
Ellsworth, the royal purple degree. AH
officers of the grand encampment of Maine
are invited to be present, and it is hoped
will attend.

Friday, Feb. 9, at Congregational vestry
Good Will
—Sociable by February social committee.
M., on Monday even- dressing-rooms.
Coffee and cake. 15 cents.
ing addressed a public meeting at Mt.
Mrs. E. K. Hopkins was called to BosWednesday, Feb. 14, at Odd Fellows hall
Desert Ferry, where a council of the order
ton last Wednesday night by the illness —11.30 to 1 o’clock—New England dinner
is being formed. Good Will council exJust by Epworth league; 25 cents.
of her sister, Mrs. Flora Roberts.
before Christmas Mrs. Roberts fell, bruisWednesday, Feb. 21, at Hancock hall—
2tKbrrtisanrntB.
ing a shin bone. The bruise was consid- Coffee
party under auspices of St. Joseph’s
but
er
at
Catholic
first,
slight
blood-poisoning,
society.
her
week
and
the
during
past
develoj>ed,
Thursday, Feb. 22, afternoon and evenLetters re- ing at Ellsworth—Masonic district concondition has been critical.
ceived this morning are more encourag- vention.
Thursday, Feb. 22, at Hancock hall
ing, and lead her many friends here to Concert
by Bowdoin college glee club, folhope that danger is now past. Mrs. Rob- lowed by dance.

M. Beckwith,
council, J. O. U.

bbl.

Congratulations
are

there

Harry Tracy, of Hartford, Conn., for- may benefit his eyes.
Fire at South Surry.
Mrs. F. W. Rollins is in Great Barringmerly of Ellsworth, has been spending a
Hurry, Feb. 7 (special)—The house of
few days here.
her
who
ton, Mass, with
daughter Harriet,
E. M. Curtis at South Surry, with carriage
is an instructor in the high school of that house
Rev. P. A. A. Killam left Monday for a
attached, was burned about 10.30
town.
Miss
Rollins
is
confined
to the o’clock last
visit of a few' days in Boston.
He is exevening with contents. The
house
a
with mild form of tonsilitis, and stable was saved. The loss is estimated
pected home Friday.
her mother is caring for her.
at |2,000. There was no insurance.
The woman’s alliance of the Unitarian
church will

THE FLOYD MARKET

pecta to go to Hancock Thursday evening
of next week, when the new council w ill
be instituted. The new council will be
known as William McKinley council.

PARChER’S

Dyspepsia Tablets.
A Stimulant Antacid, valuable In rase*
of N*u»ea, Ht-ari buYn. Indigestion.
For distress after eattng, one tablet will
attord immediate relief.

Price,

IO cents.

FOR SALE

ONLY

The fruit will

delight
your palate—the extra low price will delight your purse.
next

for the

price

PATRICK

AT

KEARNS
ELLSWORTH.

Clark & Wltham’s Bowling Alleys,
and

Saturday

card.

LADIES’ DAY
at

window

secret-telling

PARCHER’S PHARMACY, Ellsworth, Me.

Every Tuesday

our

Look in

Friday,

afternoon and evening. Alleys will be
devoted exclusively to ladies. Xo gentlemen will be allowed uues* accompanied by ladies.

..

,!JX' 1
AMIfRTrAV If
tinKnlvArl
pttld tn

WI.'ISTIAN

Pr«r« Mpnlne Topic For tbe Work
IttuinninK Feb. 11.
By REV. S. H DOYLE.
How to conquer our temptatloi s -Matt. xxvi. 41; I Cor x. 12. 13; Jas.
Heb.
II. 18; Iv, H-16; xii, 1-4.
lv. 7;
The presence of sin In this world Is

Topic.

—

of the most insoluble problems of
When God created man
human life.
He created him morally and spiritually
perfect. But man even In tile state of
perfection had the possibility of sin
-within him. Moreover, the opportunity
or temptation was placed before him.
one

the
yielded
and, saddest of all,
temptation. Humanity aiso fell when
Adam fell. His descendants even unto
man

to

the present day are morally imperfect,
having inherited the traits and dispositions of their ancestors. But no sooner had man fallen than God held out
On
to him a way of conquering sin
the day of the first sin ever committed
against C id on earth God in passing
Judgment upon all concerned lu man's
fall said to Satan. “I will put enmity
between ibee and the woman and be
tween thy seed and her seed, and it
lthe seed of the woman) shall bruise
thy head, and thou shalt bruise his
heel.” Doom had no soouer fallen upon
the human race than God held out the

EDITED BY “AUNT
u

It* Motto:

Helpful

and

Hopeful.11

help-

j

Raise the curtains- let the brigttness
Of your cheerful light shine forth;
To the passer in the darkness
It may be of vital worth.
Give a glimpse to lonely wand’rers
Of your household full of joy.
It may rouse to Dew ambition
Some p*>r, friendless, tempted boy.
Ral-e the curtain—we are kindred—
Each to all is bound by ties
Which forbid a selfish shutting
Of ourselves from others* eyes;
Share your light and share your blessings,
Gw I hath made the whole workl kin.
And his love, so universal.
Takes the weakest sinner in.

world by the mysterious providence of
God, yi t God Himself arranged for its
overthrow.
Our topic addresses itself to the
problem of conquering temptation. God

Helping others,

hopeless dase,

so
far as overcoming
them is concerned. Second, we should
be filled with a desire to overcome sin.
Many know their besetting sins, but
they do not want to lay them as.de.
At times they feel their hardness, but
still they cling to them. Often they
even excuse themselves, which makes
it all the harder for them to overcome
sin, even if they attempted to do so.
Convicted of sin, possessing an intense
desire to overcome it. turn with faith
to God in Christ, and it can be done.
And when sin ha., been overcome we
should keep it so by watchfulness and
by prayer. If you have temptations
ml really want to
that overcome
ju
ov .'come them. God will give you the
grace to do so. "Let us. therefore,
come boluly unto the throne of grace,
that we may obrnm mercy and find
of need."
grace to help in

BRAZILIAN

NOTES.

BY ELJEZEP. 1)08 C-AOiCTOS SABAITA.

Hie work in Brazil is thus organised:
A natijnal union with eighty enrolled
soci€*ti
a state union (in the state of
S. Fauloj with fifty societies and a total membership of l..Vx>. a state superintendent*}* in the I’arana state, a district union in Jahu and its neighborhood
with twelve societies and a local union
in the city of S. Paulo with seven societies.
The chief feature of our movement
now is
the constitution of a central
committee of the day of prayer, according to the resolution of our last national convention.
This committee is
to be formed by a representative of
each of the denominations that work
in this country aDd of the societies that
work in connection with the church.
The object of the central committee Is
to carry out the idea of a national
day
of prayer in all the evangelical churches of our country in behalf of the
k:ugdom of our Lord Jesus Christ in this
part of the world. Probably the day
to be chosen Is New Year’s day.
The question of political elections
on Sunday in Brazil has
brought a reso.ution of the third state convention,
which met in Jahu last May. asking
the houses of congress, through the
board of the Evangelical Alliance in
Bio de Janeiro, to cancel the law that
permits elections on Sunday.
uurnl

Family Endeavor was established last year by our national president, Rev. Erasmo de Carvalho de
Carralbo Braga, last June in the valleys of the Juquia river, in the state
of S. Faulo. The Christian people are
very scattered in those places, dwelling
in the margins of the river, so that

many of them must take more than one
canoe to go to attend the church
services in the little chapel built on one
side of the river. For this reason the
C. E. society, which had about
thirty
members among a Christian population of more than 100, has been divided
into five societies, the total
membership
of Endeavorers Increasing, therefore,
according to the new plan. At each
period of three months the five societies
meet In the chapei to hold a consecration meeting and to plan about the
eommon
interests of the societies.
Which form a union, superintended by
ihe earnest worker of those valleys,
SVIUis A. Banks.
The Brazilian Union is looking now
to the Lutheran field to establish there
E. principles. Many steps have been
In this line. Miss Kuhl of O
wrote in the C. E. W an artlfae about this plan. Correspondence
with the German Union will prepare
|»e way and remove the difficulties.
Lettish people of Orleans do Sol.
a
Catbarina state, among whom
!. E. movement was organized last
by the secretary of our union,
cry glad with the blessings which
brought by the C. E. idea. By a
fie coincidence the movement was
sized almost at the same time in*
tBe motherland—that is, in the Rntslan
provinces of the Baltic.

day by

jc.

given
tjtyba

Ee

Coats—Lon* WiklHJOnMW—
Slteves and Colored Shorn.

Box

BY RENE

we are

If

Dear M. B. Friends:
The above poem should have been dedicated to Sister B., for you will remember
her appeal that we might see the “lower

lights burning”,
pathway through

thereby have our
brightened. Now I
can present you with a full sheaf of good
things for your enjoyment this week.
and

life

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters:
It may be rather late *n the day t« say It, but I
hope everyone of you had a "Merry Christmas"
and a "Happy New Tear”, and I want to thank
our "auntie” for her share In making the Christ
When I received the dear
mas a joyous one.
little booklet, 1 felt as
1 really
though

"belonged".
Erne Sttne, I surely want one of those pictures, and If you will please forward one to me
I will send the cost, and will also be very grateful to youHow many of the "slsteren" are making collections of souvenir postals? I am, and will
gladly exchange with any of you who wish It,
provided you put your address on the card you
send me.
It has been my privilege this winter to have
for my teacher in the culinary department a
dear old southern colored "auntie", and I am
going to g’ve the column the benefit of some of
the hints she has given me. Hope they will be
new to some, If not to all.
The ordinary baked custard will cook just
right if set in the oven in a pan of water the
depth of the custard.
Squash which is too watery to boll or steam
may be baked In the oven like a potato. "In
fad", auntie says, "in the South we calls ’em
‘potato pumpkins' ”.
In making graham bread, use soda to offset
the sour of the molasses, and let It rise twice
before making it into loaves.
To cook rice the Japanese way—and the best
way—put it lDto a lot of boiling water and boll
hard for twenty minutes; add salt after cooking
about ten minutes. Drained in a coilander and
served with butter makes a delicious vegetable
A little rich milk added to corn beef hash
gives It a very nice flavor.
will some one please tell me how she cares
for the large oriental rugs which are too large
to shake?
And do lace curtains need starching
when dried on a curtain stetcher?
I shall be taking up the whole column myself
if I do not stop, so will say good-bye. Sometime, If Aunt Madge Is willing, I will write a
short account of a very Interesting family we
have for neighbors. An Indian wbo married a
white lady—a poetess—and six charming little
children.
A. M. T.
Amherst, Mass.

justice to A. M. Y. (from whom we
very glad to hear), I will say, I have
made her holiday greeting still later, for
In

are

letter

her
We

was

would^ike

received

to hear

bors.

some

time ago.

about your neigh-

Phettt Marsh, J»n. 18, 1906.
Dear Aunt Madge
I received my M. B. C. Christmas card
by
way of my sister all right. 1 thank you many
times for It.
It has been nearly a year since I wrote for the
column, but I am just as Interested and eager
to read it as ever.
I can say so little that is
interesting that I thought I would leave space
for the other sisters who can say so much more.

Well, we are spending another winter on
Bartlett's Island; haven't minded it much
yet,
as we have had so much flne weather and
so
little snow. There are only twenty-three
living
here this winter, and one boarder. Mr.
Kawson,
of Malden, Mass., who Is spending the winter
here for his health.
I have tried the receipt for sweethearts and
found them excellent; don't remember who sent
It. Have also tried Alexia's receipts f jr frosting and caramel for cake; like them both very
much. I And I have better luck with caramel
for cake by not boiling quite as long as
recipe

says.
I would like to have been with
you at the
reunion. What a flne day you had for
your

gathering!
T»ere, 1 think I have written quite a letter for
me. Hurry up, Aunt
Maria, and write us
another letter soon.
I send love and beat wishes to all for the
coming year.
aunt Martha.
Here is the response to your call for a
letter from Aunt Maria. Am glai you are
enjoying the column.
North

To be such a successful wire, to retain the love and admiration of her
husband, to inspire him to make the
most of himself, should be a woman's

are

strengthen'd;

Oblahd, Jan 10, 1906.

Dear Mutuals:
Hello! This Is a flue, sunny
morning, and
I'm going to talk to you all a few minutes
just
to let you know I had lota of Christmas
presents.
The very best and the most help Is
my covered
roasting pan—no more basting chickens—think
of It! And they roast much nicer. And I had
a big deep dish that holds
eight quarts, and
that's a big help loo, and I had
Mmaay§” of
smaller presents, too numerous to mention.
But I must ppeak of two Christmas
cards,
hand painted, that came from
Seattle; they are
beauties. You can't think how flne
they look on
the new desk beside the
pretty booklet from
Aunt Madge, with her very own verses in It.
Ah, I'm so proud and glad of my Christmas
presents, and I’d like so much to bear from all
about their very best Christmas
presents—you
can mix It in with the new
subject, It will go all

DEVERAII.

This is the day of the small girl. and
she is seen in ail her glory at the mat
inee, along the promenade on Fifth
avenue, at the bazaars and dog shows.
The day was when she wore pinafores
or simple little homemade frocks, and

a

study.

woman

finds that her enersriei

flapping, that she gets easily tired,

Following

we

publish by request

was

house as to those of her elder sister.
And the keynote is simplicity.
It is at the matinee tint she may lie
said to have her IIinn. for there she

the

display her frocks

and

coats

ance

to

Gladys Mayo; reading, Marion Sawyer; singing, “Where is My Wandering
Boy To-night?’T “A Talk on Tobacco,”
Refreshments were served by
Dr. Neal.

with several tots of her own age. wore
white mul! frock with a yoke of v*i
A deep bertha fell over the.
lace.
shoulders and in fro fit graduated to a
The full
V, ending at the waist.
sleeves reached Just below the elbow,
with a band of val lace, and the full
skirt was platn. with a four inch hem
White kkl shoes and a white double
breasted cloth coat with a white fox ;
collar completed this superb little toi- I

large attendance, as we know of Mr. Lorvejrs ability as a host and always anticipate a pleasant time. Entertainment com-

the hostess.
Friday, Feb. 9,
with Samuel

scarce.

Graham Fruit Cake—Two cups sugar, 2
cups sweet milk. 2 cups white dour, 3 cups
graham flour, 1 cup molasses, 1 cup chopped
dates, 1 cup raisins, 1 cup currants and citron
Spice to taste. Cloves, nutmeg, cinnamon,
lemon, vanilla, 1 teaspoon each salt and soda.
1

hope some of the sisters will try It if they
never have, for 1 can recommend It highly.
I think the mock cherry pit recipe Is floe.
sent

It.

J.

Thank you, J., for the recipes; we really
should have some in every week, for I
know some young housekeepers who each
week look for

new

recipes.

Dear Mutuals:
How are you all since the holidays are over?
Hare you got settled down again to every day
duties? This glorious weather will hardly
allow one to think It is midwinter. The fields
are nearly as bare as they were the Fourth of
July with the exception of occasionally a little
patch of snow In the shade of a tree or fence
These warm days would be fine for a picnic.
When 1 think of picnics, try mind wanders to
Contention Cove, and then I wonder why such
a quiet, restful place
be called by that
name.
It doeso’t seem In harmony with the
surroundings. Think Contentment would be
more appropriate. These thoughts bring roe to
Erne Stine, and dipping doughnuts. Hare tried
It, and think them enough belter to pa/ for the
extra trouble.
No, Aunt Marla, I dldu't smell the chickens,
but I can give a pretty good guess how they
tasted. How about the hams—will you smoke
them yourself this year? Hope you have

should

regained your health, and

are a* good as new.
When citron preserves were In season.
Intended to have given my way of making
them, but neglected to do so. This may be a
little late, or possibly early (either way Is right;.

Citron Preserves—Cut the citron In the
usual way, cooa lu alum water dissolve a piece
of alum In the water) until clear, pour off, then
soak In cold water OTer night, turn that out,
then cook In syrup. Add a llule lemon extract
before putting on uble.

Hope some will try It and report. If they don’t
forget before next preserving >eason.
It may not be too late to wish you all a glad
and prosperous new year.
C.
To those who have sent letters which
have not appeared—next week most of
them will appear. In addition to what C.
says of Erne Stine’s way of trying doughnuts, Novice reports that she also has
tried it with good success.
•
Aunt Madge.

Frightfully Burned.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist, of Ford
had his band
frightfully burned
in an electrical
•lectrical furnace.
He
He' applied
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve with the usual
City, Pa.,

result:

4ia

Greatest

quick

and

perfect

cure.”

healer on earth for Burns,
Wounds, Soreo, Eczema and Piles. 25c at
E. G. Moose’s, Druggist.

vr

we

Lnrvey,

invited to meet

are

and

hope

to have

a

Mayo,

mittee for next meeting: Gladys
Marion Sawyer, Earle Walls.
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Additional County
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im other

pager

SWAN'S ISLAND.
Lewis Stanley

days

was

in

Vinalhaven

few

a

last week.

Mrs. Edwin Smith has
friends in Kockland.

been

visiting

Mrs. Rose Joyce has been visiting her
parents, George Smith and wife.
The many friends of Oliver Bowley are
that be is very ill.

Milan went to Southwest Harbor
Saturday, called there by the illness and
death of nis father.
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m am s is a
m, and arriving Filsworth 11 56 a m, 10.17 n»
connect with Washington Co R>.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with throoih
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland. Boa
ton and St. John.
Passenger* are ear neatly requested to prorate
before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falla and Falls to Kils'rorth.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Q. P A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice Prea- and Genl Manager

tickets

EASTERN

Steamship Company,
WINTER SCHEDULE.

Oapt. Herrick and wife and Mias Myra
Herrick, who have been visiting in Htonington, returned home Friday.
Master Frank Milan met with quite an
w hile playing with a wrench in
the boat house. The handle of the wrench
struck him on the forehead and cut quite

*»

! 10

Rev. D. H. McNier, of Atlantic, is at Mrs.
Benjamin Stinson's for a few weeks.
Mr.

A a

•*$i
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a con-

and

Two

Trips A Week.

accident

a

gash just

above the eye.

Spbc.

Feb. 5.

Steamer*
*1 fcnraday* at »a
North**** fbrU»i
ton.

FRANKLIN ROAD.

always helpfuL

I will also send a recipe for fruit cake that I*
consider a treasure when butler and eggs are

to have

the best advantage.
As Just stated, simplicity is the ruling feature, and the richest little girl
in New York is frequently dressed the
simplest. The little ten-year-old daughter of Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt, who
was in a box at the matinee last week

sorry to learn

Tapioca Cream-Soak two tablespoons of
tapioca In cokl water for a few houra. Then
put 1 quart sweet milk In double boiler, beat 2
or 3 eg** with S ub'espoona sugar and a
little
salt. Stir In the milk, add tapioca, cook till
tapioca ta clear. When cool add large spoonful
vanilla and more sugar If desired.

are

Ellsworth Kollo...
Ntcolln.
Green l*ke
Ulc IIouw.m...
Holden
Btewer Jane....
lUngor, Ex St.
BANGOR, M C.

...

a

Southwest IIakbok, Jan. 19,1908.
Dear Aunt Madqe:
I noticed in a recent paper that one of the sisters wished for a recipe for tapioca.
Here la
one for tapioca cream which we often uae and
think la good.
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the hope of improving oar
The
new members.
^
following programme was listened to at Portland.
Boston
Dr.
Neal
cf
the
the close
meeting: Duet,

What Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound did for Mrs. Ainsley it will
do for every sick and ailing woman.
If you have symptoms you don't understand write to Mrs.
Pinkham,
daughter-in-law of Lydia B Pinkham.
Her advice is fxee and
at Lynn. Mass.

sister who

time.

Ml

8 ftO
4 &•

...

..

getfing

brought

to the

some

r m
8 Ift

10 20
...

Hull! van
Mt I>ee**rt Ferry......
Waukeag 8 Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Ron-I
Wash’gton Juno...

test soon, with
society and

Ever since my child was born I have suffered. as 1 hope few women ever have.with inflammation, female weakness, bearing-down
pains, backache anti wretched headache* It
affected my stomach eo I could not enioy my
meals, and half mv time was spent in bed.
Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound
made' me a well woman, and I feel so grateful
that 1 am glad to write and tell you of my
me health,
It
marvelous recovery
new life and vitality "—Mrs Bessie Ainsley,
•11 South 10th Street. Tacoma, Wash.

Thanks

for

BANGOt

Sorrento.

But

:

right. Why. everythlog goes except the pump,
and that goes when *tia worked
See?
Now 1*11 Just mention that I*ve l*een quite 111.
Cause, three white shirt waists; the struggle to
keep them clean caused a bad liver trouble,
which 1 think will soon leave me If I do not
Invest lo the fourth white wal«t.
I can't write any more this time, for my
"John*' is filing a saw In the house, and grandson Levi l« squealing on a mouth harp and
ringing a bell and we have an old hen In the
house and she's helping all she c^n. And—well
—I find these days, while I'm not at the real
hard work, that I’ve nerves; so here’s to you all
for a busy, happy new year. Truly yours,
Aikt Maria.

HAH HARBOR TO
BAR HARBOR.

were enrelegated to the nursery.
Friday
today Dame Fashion gives quite tertained by Father Dixon, and a very
as much consideration to the comfort
pleasant evening wa» spent. There were
ami beauty of the small daughter of present twenty-eight, the largest attend-

she

dark shadows appear under her eyes,
she has backache, headaches, bearingdown pains, nervousness, irregularities
or the blues, she should start at once
to build up her system by a tonic with
specific powers, such as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
letter from a voung wife
Dear Mrs Pinkham:

Commencing Dec. 4. 1905.

flOUTHWVT HARBOR.
evening, Feb. 2. tbe Ye

a

constant

Giving, we are richer made;
And no one so strong or patient
But some time hath need of aid.
—Selected by Sadie.

I The editor Invite* w*cn*urlM of local unions
*f the W. (: T. I’. In Hancock county, atwl
whin- rlbboner* jtenerally. to contribute to IW*
column report* of meeting* or Item# that will be
»f Intercut to worker* In other part* of the
county. vr> would like thl* to t>« a live column,
but It npwln some effort on the part of ff- C. 1
V. women to make It *o. It 1* a column of then
maklmr, not our*, and will be what they make
Item* and communication* should be *hort.
tt.
*nd an*, of course. subject to approval of the
‘Alitor,

Elbow

may

RAISE THE CURT »IN

Raise the curtain of your window,
Raire the curtain of your mind;
Do not let possession make you
To the wants of others blind.

says it can be done. It has been done.
It should be done. How, then, can we
do it? First of all wc must realize that
we are sinners and subject to temptations that have power over us. The
man who does not realize his sins is a

|

HER HUSBAND’S BEST HELPER

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
Vigorous Health Is toe Greet Source of
Power to Inspire and Knoouragsbenefit, and aims t*» be helpful ami hopeful
Ail Women Should Seek It.
Being for the common good. It Is for the com
of
In
j
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor
One of the most noted. successful and
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Inrichest men of this century, in a recent
!
solicit*
In
this
It
ideas.
capacity
terchangeof
Whatever I am and
article, has said,
communications, and Its success depends largely ;
whatever success I have attained in
on ibe support given it In this respect. Com
this world l owe all to my wife. From
municatlons must be signed, but the name of
the dav l first knew her she has been
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or an inspiration, and the greatest
rejection by the editor of the column, but none mate of my life."
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth. Me.

of final victory, through Jesus Christ, the seed of the woman.
Therefore sin has entered into the

assurance

A TRULY IDEAL WIFE

M4IM5E**.

EalUoaDs ant) fttfamtosu

Column.

U

Ul. €. i

>EW YORK LETTER.

afctimtsrmmt*.

fllntnal Benefit (Colnnm.

KNDRAVOR.

Eddie Graves, who has been quite ill, is
better.
Blanch Smith has gone to
extended visit.

Waterville for

an

SWAGOER

EARLY

SPRING

MODEL

G. L. Joy, who has been confined to the
house, is out again.

GIRL'S

COAT.

Roy McFarland, of Lamoine,
Charles Graves Sunday.

let. which was capped by a white
brimmed hat. with tip*' and a long

Mrs. Vic. Butler and

plume.
This French style of dress Is to reign
supreme for girls from six to twelve,
and berthas adorn the gowns of girls of
all ages. Valenciennes lace and eyelet
embroidery are much used. The para
pherualia of the small girl is not necessarily exjiensive to be fashionable. The
most elaborate dress or coht may be
made by her mother in much less time
than of yore.
It can be purchased
ready made for almost the price of the
goods. A dress for a girl of twelve of
lawn and made like this one just de
scribed, also trimmed with lace, may be
bought for less than $4.
Another little dark eyed beauty wore
a double breasted coat of
lightweight
kersey in the new shade of coral, adorned with velvet buttons. There was a
shoulder cape, and the neck was finished with a flat velvet collar trimmed
with Persian braid.
Another seen on a dainty little miss
walking on Fifth avenue was of Eng
lish plaid mixture in box style, prettily
trimmed with black velvet on collar
and cuffs, touched off with white and
red broadcloth and gold butterflies. All
these little coats fall four inches above
the hem of the dress.
Mothers will rejoice to know that
the naval sailors and Russian blouses
will be the rage this season in percales,
linens and cottons. Two extra gores
are inverted at the sides to give the
fashionabie flare.
Elbow sleeves are the feature of the
new shirt waists.
The woman with
pretty arms will rejoice, but those not
so fortunate may affect the
long suede
gloves, wuich now are so popular and
effective, as tney make all arms look
But this is to tie

fancy,
filmy
gauzes are used.
Sleeves to the fancy
shirt waists may be full, puffed, ruffled
or plain, to suit the style of any indi
vidual, and the artist may plan to
make her sleeves so
bewitching that
a

season

of

of

the thin arms below the elbow will not
be observed. The shape of the sleeves
Is more becoming than
formerly aud
gives breadth to the shoulders rather
than the sloping effect of last year.
When the shoes with flat, fashionable
points took the place of the good old
round and square toes we believed
fashion had reached her limitations,
but not so. Shoes of colored kid are
here, in French gray calfskin, in different shades of olive, red. orchid
and
coral. For receptions the shoes must
match the gown, and colors are to be
worn with white dresses, or to
match
for the street. Calf will be worn to the
exclusion of suede, as also canvas
shoes, which are easily cleaned.
[Our readers may have any question

Helen

Pearl Clement made a few days' visit at
Harbor last week.

his home in Seal

Mr. Fogg and Mr. Crocker, of Bangor,
A. E. Clement and Alvin Stinson
been trying their luck at fishing at
for the last few days.

have

]

(3rott9«ianal Carts.

O.

Jp,

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Miss Beulah White has been ill but is
better.
The

the

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN
Office and

condition of C. E. Grindle is about

No. 60 MAIN

same.

Mrs.

at

Bar Harbor M*d>Ui( and
t'>u.'hlnc at Heal iW’-or.
Soulbwc*t Harbor, StontafRockland with attainer for

Bo* ion.
Steamer leave* Blnehlll Monday* and Thanday* at 9 a to for South Hiuctdil, Brookltn, vdy
wick, L*er l*kb Sanreeivllle. Dark.Harter and
Rockland, connecting with ateamer fur Botto*.
RETURNING
From Motion Tuesday* and Friday* at Spa.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturday! at
S4k> a m, touching at Stontnaton. Souiriwm
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and .vial Haroor,
From Rockland Wednesday* and Saturday**!
5J0 a m. touching at Dark Harbor, H*rgonir1!bt
Deer (ale, *ed*wlck, Brookllu, South B'ueklll
and Bloehtll.
From W*«t Trenton t Monday*
All carao. except lira stock, via the ►;*•*am
of thla Company, la Insured against Art sad
marine risk.
V. S. Shk km as, Uenl Ageot. Rockland. Ma
uinn arsrilt, V. P.
A t»cn*i ki ago.
Footer’* W harf, Boaton, Man.

Tank

Feb. 5.

There has been fine sport ice-boating
White's pond.

and

SUKGEOX.

Residence (J. M. flair bouse),
STREET. ELLSWORTH ME
TBLJtrHuKB.

Hannah Gray, who lias been ill, is

improving.

attrrtisrnmt*.
on

Mrs. Sarah Grindle is spending the winBluehill.

ter in

Bluehill academy,
Ray Grindle
spent Saturday and Sunday at home.
Feb. 5.
Nemo.

a
Fourth Avenue and 21st St-

Coughs and colds, down to the very border,
of consumption, yield to the soothing,
of l>r. Wood’s Norway Pine

New York.

land

i healing Intiunces
j 8yrup.—Adrt.

Located in the heart of the
city, one block east of 13 road-

To Cure a Cold In One l>sy
Take LAXATIVE BKowo Quinine Targets.
Orugglsts refund money If It falls to cure. K. W.
Ubovk’s signature Is on each box. He.

way, two blocks south

from

Madison Square. House newly
decorated and refurnished.

jHcSual.

Iiates )jl 1.00 per day aiul up-

Don’t Experiment.
You Will Make No Mistake it

You

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard Mp.

Follow This Ellsworth Citizen's Advice.

shapely.
fluffy effects, and all kinds

daughter

Bangor recently.

in

were

visited

connecting

m

Never neglect your health.
If you are
always tired, or have pain in the back,
urinary disorders, dirry or nervous spells,
it’s time to act. These are all symptoms
dangerous kidney troubles and you
should use a remedy which is know n to
cure these troubles
safely and surely.
Doan's Kidney Pills is that remedy, and
of

if you wish to be cured of

kidney

without experimenting, do not
it. Others have been cured
permanently. Why not follow
of an Ellsworth citizen and
yourself?
Kelson R. Jellison, veteran,

WaterBt., Ellsworth, Me.,
ever

I hear

use

and cured

the advice
be cured

living

on

“When-

says:

anybody complain

trouble

fail to

of

or

ELLSWORTH

kidney

backache I always advise them
♦o get Doan’s Kidney Pills at E. G.
Moore’s drug store and use this remedy as
directed. Doan's Kidney Pills cured me
of a very stubborn case of
kidney complaint after all other remedies had failed.
Three months ago 1 was almost helpless.
There was a constant pain which was very
concerning fashions or fabrics answered annoying and in addition to that there
by Rene Deverau*. the fashion expert, by was a retention of the kidney secretions
addressing Rene Deveraux. P. O. Box
which caused me severe suffering. I heard
Madison
Square. New York. Inclosing of
Doan's Kidney Pills, got a box, and can
stamp for reply.)
say that they worked wonders in my case.
It required the use of only three boxes to
■•Here!" shouted the depot
official, care the backache and correct all the
“what do you mean by throwing those other difficulties I consider this the best
trunks around like that?” The
baggage- kidney remedy 1 know of, and it is a
pleasure to recommend such a valuable
man gasped in astonishment, and
several
travelers pinched themselves to make preparation.
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
snre that it was real.
Then the official
spoke again to the baggageman, “Don’t Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
for
the
agents
United
States.
you see that you are making big dents in
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
this concrete platform.”
no other.
trouble
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and Bath
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WASH**-"
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humorous and witty when occasion called
them forth. It is said of him, that when
asked by a smith where he
thought was a
good place for him to locate, he replied in
a laconic manner, “In his
shop.” At another time, being asked how to served cucumbers in the best manner for the table,
he said: “Peel them, slice them, put them
‘n » dish, sprinkle them with salt and
j
! PePPCI% *dd vinegar, then give them to

at

j

was

1

old mretino
thk sitB OP thb
MILL STRKAM IS THK
HOfSK TO THB
VILLAOB, VIA MATS STRF.ET.

wgOM

below the meeting house,
Tl,e next
recollect Ions of the
according to the early
in which lived Ue». James
wriler, was that
I*a. Savage came to
Savage and family.
reside about 1800, before the
■hl, Wwn to
been completed, as is
mcceting house had
March 7, 1811,
probable, and married,
of Israel Wood, son of
Ituth, daughter
the flrst of the settlers of
J0S, ph Wood,
the town.
and died
Bi,.. was born Nov. 15, 1779,
IX*.
Nov. •>. 1865, aged eighty-six years.
was born June 29, 1781, and
Jam s Savage
died June 3, 1817, aged sixty-six years.
of the church reThe entry in the records
is as follows: “r>ea.
lating to his death
was a member of this
Jam s Savage, who
died
Church and an officer for many years,
Though of a modest and
June 3, 1817.
retiring temperament, he walked with
and conscientious
the church a consistent
house

member, serving as deacon many years
with fidelity. His end was peace.”
In the w riter’s early days he remembers
of the old
Pen. Savage as the bell-ringer
church, whom the boya thought a wonderful man in his skill in balancing the
bell

upside

down

for nervines.

The

truly during ringing
writer, with other boys,

so

climbed up the tower to the
belfrv deck while the bell wss ringing, to
he baltry to discover the secret of how
anced tic w heel and hell so nicely. He
remembers bow the belfry shook as the
bellwhel revolved, the deafening noise
the 1* II gave oat, as its tongue clanged
from side to side, and glad were they to
sum

tin

s

cUmber down again.
the good deacon and
H< 'i!- r
family in th< ir square pew on the east side
the door, one-half of which was
near
shared with the family of the writer’s
father, and in which the writer sat with
them, in the day* of Father Fisher’s ministry and that of Rev. Albert Cole in

June 28,1836, of bilious fever. He
sea captain and son of John and
Polly (Coggins) Clongh. The family consisted of four children, viz.:
1.
Moses, born Aug. 7, 1800; died March

j

your hogs.”
As a country

all

summer

storm and

He well

knew

beat, drenching rain,

snow-

frost meant for

endure them.

daughter

called out at
hours of night or
was

sick.'

to attend the

what

called to

one

it is said a
lamenting because she could
On

was

one

occasion

the pleasure of a sleigh ride. He
said to her: “Go out to the woodshed, put
| your feet in a tub of ice and water and I
| will come and jingle the bells, and you
! can imagine the pleasure of a sleigh ride.”
The writer remembers w'hen the good
doctor set and splinted his broken arm,
; how the pain made him faint, but Dr.
Tenney went on with the work without
apparently the tw inge of a muscle or a
change of countenance. He has been dead
nearly sixty years, and yet his ii iage is
be fore the writer as he narrates this account of him.
Hi* children, also gone, were:
not have

1.
Polly, born April 3, 1797; married
Capt. Daniel Clough.
2.
Sophia, born May 8, 1799; died Oct.

2, 1825.
3. John, born May 3, 1801; died Dec. 17,
1837.
4.

Rebecca,

born

April 26, 1804;

died

March 12, 1840.
5.
William, born Sept. 21, 1806; married
Emma Hinckley; died April 17, 1839.
6.
Jane, born March 26, 1809; died Aug.
26,1884, aged seventy-live years.

Nabby, born May
March 17, 1816.

10, 1811;

7.
8.

died

Julia Ann, born June 9, 1813; married
Emerson, of Orland.
David, born Sept. 3, 1815; died Sept.

Aaron P.
9.

30,

a

1801.

Moses Parker, born Feb. 5, 1802; died
June 28, 1838.
3.
Warren, born Juno 19, 18M; died
May 17, 1827.
2.

The Backbone

Polly, born Aug. 14, 1806.
John Clough, father of this family, died
Jan. 12, 1807, aged thirty-five years and
nine months. Mrs. Polly Coggins Clough,
mother of this family, married Jacob
Ingalls for her second husband, and died
July, 1853, aged about eighty years.
Capt. Moses Parker Clough married
Sally Prince, daughter of Reuben and
Sally (Peters) Dodge, June 19, 1832. She
was born Dec. 12, 1806.
She married second, Weston Merritt, of Cherryfield, Dec.
7, 1842. By Capt. Clough she had one
daughter, Ellen Maria, born Feb. 9, 1833.
After the death of Capt. Clough, and prior
to 18-10, the house and place were purchased by Bushrod W. Hinckley, esq., and
was his home and that of his family until
4.

doctor he

and at all

seasons

day,

AlisntiBnnentB.

sea

17, 1825.

his and his wife’s

ing

of

Mighty Nation
to

an article of food, soda crackers are being used more and
every day, as is attested by the sale of nearly 400,000,000
packages of Uneeda Biscuit* which have come to be recognized as the most perfect soda cracker the world has ever known.

As

death and is at this writ-

And

by daughters of theirs.
Bushrod W. Hinckley was a lawyer, and
a
for
number of years the only one in
town. He was born in Thetford, Vt. He
married Sarah F. Wilcox, by whom he had
as

three

greatness.

raore

owned

children

so

Uneeda Biscuit will

until his death.
Mr. Darling was the

Jedediah and
Oct. 1, 1816;
married Phebe Wood Savage, Feb. 1, 1838,
to whom were born the follow ing chlison

Lydia (Stinson) Darling,

of

born

L Augusta M. P., born June
7, 1839;
died Jan. 27, 1888.
2. Ellen Ann, born Oct. 23, 1842.
3. George F., born June
2, 1845; died
June 29, 1878.
*
Frank Kimball, born Jan. 28, 1854;
died June 3, 1875.
Mr. Darling taught school in his younger

days,

the writer was one of his
in after years he was a stoneHe died a few years ago, but the
and

scholars;
cutter.

house in which he lived still stands.
The opposite side of the road had no
house upon it from the earliest recollections of the writer until the Blue Hill inn
*

erected thereon, but according to the
records it would
appear that Joseph Wood
and
his sons were owners of a

perhaps

follows:

on

every table at

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Ellen Maria, born Dec. 23, 1831; married Daniel W. Kimball.
2.
Francis Bernhard, born Sept. 5, 183*.
3.
Caroline, born Sept. 29, 1840; married
first, Charles S. Blake; second, Silas C.
1.

Stone.

Hattie H., born April 29, 1842; died Jan.

7,

1864.

Hinckley died Dec. 17, 1889; Mrs.
Hinckley July 5, 1889. Squire Hinckley,
as he was called, was many years a memMr.

ber of the
a

To Cure

school committee of the town,
the legislature in 1832, 1831,

member of

1837 and

1841,

and at

one

He

delivered

time collector of

address

an

the

Laxative Bromo

Take

customs at the Castine custom house.

fifth

Cold in One

a

Quinine Tablets.
This

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

cen-

KLLSWORTH

Day

tVCjfy

JS

signature,

05 every
bOX. 25c.

MARKETS

children:

William Paris, born Sept. 11, 1834;
1.
bachelor; resides in Boston.
2.
John Pearl, born Sept. 11, 1834; a
widower; resides in Portland.

a

of Jane Tennev it was
occupied oy different parties, and finally
sold to Admiral Henderson, of the U. S.
N., who changed over the house and place,
or began it, but died and his widow completed the work. Mrs. Henderson made
It occupies a
an attractive place of it.
commanding view, and is a beautiful location for a summer residence, the purpose
to which it is now put.
After the death

THE ASA

CLOUGH

PLACE,
just described, the house

opposite the one
still standing, was

Prices

Produce Not Favorable to
Farmers.

on

“Follow the

THE

KITTRIDOE

HOUSE

residence.
Louisa Clough
mer

built

The children of Asa and

were:

1. Charles Henry, born Oct.
died Dec. 7, 1849.
2.
Abby Louisa, born June
married Capt. Nichols.
3.
Roscoe, born Nov. 13, 1835;
Harriet Bridges.
4.
George Albert, born June
died Oct. 3, 1841.
5.
Ellen Elizabeth, born Jan.
died April 21, 1841.
6.
George Albert, born May
married Amelia M. Hinckley.
William Pecker, born May
7.
married Ellen M. Lord.

19, 1830;

and Dorcas (Osgood) Stevens, born at Blue
Hill, June 12, 1801, a school teacher in
younger days, then a trader, vessel owner
and business

man.

He

was

for

forty-five

the land thereof.
years a clerk and treasurer of the trustees
Next to the house of l>ea. Savage stood of Blue Hill academy, and under his manthe »tory-and-a-half brick
house, on the agement the invested funds of the acadbrow of the hill
looking toward the vil- emy more than doubled in amount. He
lage, belonging to Dr. Nathan Tenney and died June 7, 1890, aged eighty-six, and his
wife died Dec. 19, 1878. They had six chilfamily in the writer’s boyhood.
Irom the reading of the town records in dren, four sons and two daughters, viz.:
connection with action taken towards
1.
Edgar, born April 11,1840; a sea capbuilding the meeting house, one may in- tain.
ter that at that time Col. Nathan Parker
2.
Frank, born Jan. 31, 1842; a sea capowned the land hereabouts and lived in a
tain out of New York.
house standing near the
3.
spot on which
Samuel, born Aug. 8, 1843; died at
the Tenney house was
erected in the early Chatham, N. J., May 21, 1902.
Part of 1800; just what year is unknown j!
4.
Sarah Eliza, born April 18, 1845; died
to the writer.
Col. Nathan Parker was July 7, 1886.
teom
Andover, Mass., as will be reinera5.
John Perkins, born Dec. 24, 1850; rered by those who have read the account
sides in Boston.
° the
settlement of the town near the
Miriam Perkins, born Nov. 18, 1851;
0.
alls by the
waiter, and his marriage to died June 20,1895.

Mary Wood, daughter of Joseph Wood,
The house and place remains in the fam^eC'
*764, tb® first solemnized in ily and is rented to summer residents for
he town. His
family record has already the season and closed winters. The writer
***» given.
remembers the house when being built
Nathan Tenney was a native of
and also from that time to the present.
Bradford, Mass., born May 23, 1769; came In it he spent many a pleasant hour with
rst to
Sedgwick when a youug man, then Mr. and
^Mrs. Stevens, whose son Edgar
to Blue Hill
about 1815. He married Mary,
was a sailor and an officer with him in
daughter of Major David Carleton, of
ship “Electric Spark”, first in 1861 and
Aug. 21, 1796. She was born
in 1864 and 1865, and who still holds
again
1777; died May 9, 1820. He died a warm
i*23*
place in the memory and friendone 29,
1848, aged seventy-nine years.
of the writer. Those who share toship
e
practiced medicine; was considered
common hardships and dangers are
*
and for many years was the chief gether
not likely to easily forget each other as
doctor in the town.
they from year to year grow older, and
Tbe writer well remembers
him sitting the time draws near for casting anchor
erect as a
military officer upon his gray and mooring ship for the last time on the
0r8e’ jogging aloug the
highway at a voyage of life.
measured pace, with saddle
bags across
w
THE MOSES P. CLOUGH HOUSE
saddle, containing a small but poweroi amount of
drugs and medicines, of is the next below and adjoining the one
ich
calomel, jalap and tour drops were last described. It was built by Capt.
oomponent parts.
Moses P. Clough about 1831 or 1832 and ocHe was a
grave-appearing man, though cupied by him and family until his death

give
quotations
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Produce.

married

27, 1838;

20, 1841;
27, 1843;

’Tis levelle-i with the ground;
Thy saints, where oft thy face they sought,
Shall seek thy face no mere.
Or there at morn or evening hour
May wait within thy door.
Full many an hour of deepest grief
Within those walls were spent,
And there, lull many a gleam of joy
Tby word to us has lent.
There we hive shed the parting tear,
Have breathed the parting sigh
O'er many a ft lend In life most dear,
Though now entombed they lie.
Those walls have seen the sinners’ tear

In deep contrition flow.
While with sad hearts ana many a fear
They thought of endless woe.
Those walls have heard the ransomed sing,
While Joy Ailed heart and eyo,
Of Jesus' love, of sins forgiven,
Of life and peace on high.
Those walls have seen the gentle tear
Fall soft from pious eye
Of many a sainted one that now
Like them In dust does lie.
Around Tby board we oft have met,
Blest Saviour in Tby name;
And while we thought of all Thy love
Our hearts have caught the flame;
But scenes like those shall ne’er again
Within that temple he;
Those consecrated, sacred walls
We ne’er again may see.
For while we gazed, mid smoke and flame,
We saw that temple fall;
The temple reared. Lord, to Tby name,
*T1s fallen and perished all.
But not like that Thy temple ahrlne
Shall perish, die and fade;
Those truths eternal and divine
Which our supports are made,
Those truths shall live though nature dies;
Though earth Itself shall barn,
Though every earthly temple here
To dust again shall tarn.
Then we shall tread Thine upper courts
With harps and crowns of light—
And oar glad voioss. In Thy praise.
With joy shall all unite.
Eternal, Thou Thyself art there
In those bright courts above.
We’ll seek no more Thy faoe by prayer
But see Tbee, God of love.

Through Car Service is operated between

NewYork, Boston and Chicago and Stlouis
And with but

B.B.HcCLELLA5,G.E.A.,

|

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.
Ruled.
atraw.
Loose.
Baled.
Vegetables.

10 Cabbage, ft
01 Carrots, lb

Parsnips, ft
Spinach, pk
Beans— per qt—
Yellow-eye
Pea.

<2
05
30

12§lft

Groceries.
.063.06
Rice, per ft
21 g«i'
.160.25 Vinegar, sal
35 Cracked wheat,
.06
.04
35 Oatmeal, per ft
.20
Buckwheat, pkg

Japan,

450-65
8 65

Oolong,

.30

Sugar—per ft—

Granuldei,

Coffee—A
Yellow, O

a

B,

*j05*

.05*
08elo
Moia»ses— per gal—
.35
Havana.
Porto Rico,
.50

Powdered,

Syrup,

.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02*
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.658.70
12
Kerosene,

25
100.14

Tongues, each

Spring lamb,
Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt
Clams, qt

06
06
12 918
50

20

horrified.

much

so

But he
a

as

awfully

was

beautiful blue-green

by

water hard

Not

embar-

attire

unconventional

A few of the
the

so

pro-

guests

host.

The

immediately arose, lifted his own
finger-bowl to his lips and said:
“Gentlemen, let us all drink the health
of our late-coming guest, one of the salt of

Salt

18
15
160.22
10
1! 020
10

Lard,

10012

ft

the earth and my most cherished friend of
the long ago.” Every man jack of ’em had
to stand and drink out of his finger-bow l,
w’hether he liked it or not. And the feel-

ings of the farmer
Kish.

he

Scallops, qt
Lobsters, lb

take.

4
22

Shrimps, qt

was

were

permitted

not

not

hurt because

to discover his mis-

years ago, and
many sermons at the time.

ville

forty

was

a

text

for

Equal to the Occasion.
The late Senator Hoar, having learned
that a friend of his was very ill with appendicitis, sat down at his desk to write
Before he had fina note of condolence.
48 <j50 ished he received word that the gentleman
7 5C

7 50
7 50
7 50
7 0*

in

was

suffering

not from

appen-

for your
“Accept ray sincere
am overjoyed
illness and suffering, but
to learn that the trouble is with your
table of contents instead of your ap-

sympathy

LAW UKGAKD1MO WLIGHTS AND MKA8UKK8.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 00
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and flt for shipping, Is 00 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In

pendix.

Yours, etc.”
A

good order and flt for shipping. Is 62 pounds;
wheat, beau, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carroU, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds: of oats,
33 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

j

Healing Gospel.

Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of Sharcn
Baptist Church, Belair, ua., says of Electric Bitters: “It’s a Godsend to mankind.
It cured me of lame back, stiff joints, and
complete physical collapse. I was so weak
it took me half an hour to walk a mile.
Two bottles of Electric Bitters have made
have just walked three
me so strong I
miles in fifty minutes and feel like walkmore.
It’s
made a new man of
three
ing
me.” Greatest remedy for weakness and
all Stomach, Liver ana Kidney complaints,
Sold under guarantee at E. G. Moobe’s
Drug Store. Price 50c.
The

of

“He only possesses time who profitably
it.”

question

dicitis, b it from an attack of acute indigestion. He therefore took up his pen and
wrote the following note:
“My Bear A-:

A

Fire in the wood

room

of the

Howland

Pulp & Sulphite Co., at Howland, Wednesday night, caused fl5,000 damage.
Patents have been granted to Maine inventors as follows: John F. Rogers, BelAustin
fast, vamp-marking machine;
Bragg, Waterville, power-hammer.
Mrs. Joseph Coffin, of Auburn, committed suicide last Wednesday by taking
some

She had

time,

her

been

in ill health

mind being affected,

and had several times

mysteriously disappeared from home.
Wyman B. Bickford, aged thirty-eight,
of Bangor, was killed at Lowelltown, on
the Canadian Pacific railroad, January 30,
being run over by a locomotive. Bickford
had recently been appointed a deputy inspector of customs attached to the Bangor
custom house, and his wife and child were
to have left Bangor Wednesday, to join
him, when the news of his death was received. On Thursday before the ac< ident,
Mrs. Bickford had a vivid dream in which
saw
her husband’s mangled
body

she

lying

on a railroad track exactly as it was
found at Lowelltown.
So much did the
dream impress her, that she telegraphed
her husband the next day, and received a
reassuring reply from him.

It is not the rare gifts, the possessions
of the few; it is not great wealth, great

learning, great genius, or great power; it
is not these things that make the possessors happy.
It is health, it is friendship,
it is love at home, it is tne voices of chilis
it
sunshine.
It is the blessings
dren,

are commonest, not those that are
rarest; it is the gifts that God has scattered everywhere.—O. H. MorrUo".

that

incident occurred in Louis-

A similar

15
30

Smelts, lb

Floor, Grain and Feed.
Oats, bu
5 00 0 6 00 Shorts—bag— 1.20 £ 25
Corn, 1000 bag 11001 20 Mixed feed, bar,
1 25 0 1 30
Corn meal.bagl Wgi 20 Middlings,bag 1 30 §1 40
Cracked corn, 110 01 20 Cotton seed meal, 1 65

uses

not

was

his

latter

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 0006 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 0 5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
Nut,
10001 25
5.00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard
Flour—per bbl—

in

might be imagined.
thirsty, and, seeing
bowlful of crystal

05
12025
Fresh

was

as

Paris green.

The farmer

Hint Provision*.

Steak,
Roasts,

Veal:

keen

for

were

Roasts,
Corned,
Tougues,
'''ripe,

sense

as

WaahingtonSt .Bouton.

Appleton Gould, the boniface of Gould’s
landing at Pushaw lake, died last Wednesday night, aged sixty-six years.

About the time the last course was being served the host was advised that “an

ceeded to drink of it.

Pork, ft.
.150.20
Steak, ft
.10 0.25
Chop,
Ham. per
.060.10
18
Shoulder,
.05008
Bacon,

Beef,
Steak.

courtesy is

j

the table.

rassed

.60

Meat*
ft:

whose

gentlemen

and

old

15920 Apples,(cooking)pk
25 8 <5
2V§80
30 A pples, (table)pk 40 *4n

Mocha,

hos-

are

friend from the West” waited at the
door to see him, “Let him enter; we all
want to meet him.” was the order given to
the servant. The caller proved to be a
former cowboy chum of the millionaire,
and entered the room in the ordinary garb
of a rough and tumble farmer from the
prairies. He was warmly greeted, introduced all around, and invited to “sit by”.

H>

Fruit.

Java,

of

there

.10 912 agreeable.
....lb
Only a few nights ago a dinner was
given in N w York by one of our adopted
88l< citizens, whose success in a financial
1ft
social way has been phenomenal. Among
the invited guests were some of the big01
swells of New York,
<3 gest of the howling
02 W Philadelphia, and Boston. Forty sat at

«0g7ft Onions, ft
2u<|25 Beets, lb

Tea—per ft—

San Francisco and other

KITTERY TO CAltlBOU.
age

that of the planter of ninety years ago,
who had ample time on his hands to bs

Fowl.18

Co flee—per ft
Rio,

Angeles,

387 B’way, N Y.
J.D. McBEATH, N.E.P.A., 176
C. S CRANE, Q.P. <* T.A., St. Loom, Mo.

The Soul of Courtesy.
Even in thii material-mercenary

pitality

Turkeys.27

Oranges, doz
Lemons doz

Omaha.

Reclining Chair Cars, Seats FREE.
Privilege of Stopping Off for Ten Days at Niagara Falls.

Poultry.
Chickens.18 $22

Cranberries, qt

and

Connections made with Tourist Cars for Los
Pacific Coast points, daily.

range

laid, per doz.20 |

1*

change to

Tourist cars every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from Boston to Chicago,
which New York passengers can take at Rotterdam Junction, New York.

Creamery per

Potatoes, bu
celery, bunch
Lettuce,
Squash, ft
Turnips, ft

one

Kansas City

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16816
Best dairy (new).
16
Dutch (Imported)......90
Neufchatel.00
Baas.
Fresh

Flag**

Wabash R. R.

A.
.2S.j30
Dairy .......20gift

21, 1832;

8, 1848;
beneath the hill was the next house remembered by the writer in boyhood, alRoscoe Clough made a voyage from
though there stands another now between Boston to Ban Francisco as a sailor with
it and the Henderson or Tenney place. the w riter in the ship “Electric Spark” in
1861. At San Francisco he went second
This house was built in 1832 or 1833 by
mate of a barque commanded by Capt. J.
Hosea Kittridge, who was then preceptor Willard
Friend, of Blue Hill. At his
of Blue
Hill academy. He was born death in Boston, Feb. 12, 1890, the writer
wrote
his
obituary, which was published
March 5, 1803; married Nancy, daughter
in The Elujw jrth American. By his
of Rev. Jonathan Fisher, Nov. 18, 1830. wife
Harriet, he had three children, Abby
She was born Aug. 19, 1804. They had Beatrice, born Feb. 5, 1857; a son born
Feb. 27, 1861; died March 30, 1861; and
two children born at Blue Hill; Ellen,
Louisa R., born Dec. 6, 1865. Mrs. Harriet
Jan. 30, 1832, and Tyler, Oct. 3, 1834. Mr.
Clough, bis wife, died Aug. 13, 1881.
Kittridge, after a number of years’ service,
(To be continued.)
resigned as preceptor of the academy, and
left town with his family for a home in
Notk—A copy of the poem referred to In Inst
the West.
week’s paper as hiving been written by Miss
The house and place were sold to John
Augusta Holt at the time the church building
Stevens, who on Nov. 6, 1838, married Miss was destroyed by tire. Is la the possession of
Feb.
her
of
Oastine
J.
10,
cousin. Miss E i.lly Wood, of Blueiilll, from
(born
Mary
Perkins,
1811) and brought her a bride to this house which the following has been copied and sent
for publication
to reside, where both continued to reY s, fallen Is that sacred fane.
side until their death, and where their
And silence reigns around;
children w’ere born.
Thine altar now we seek In vain,
John Stevens was the son of Theodore

part of

^dgwick,

be

soon

meal, giving life, health and strength to the American people,
thus in very truth becoming the backbone of the nation.
every

by Samuel Baker
The present is not a farmer’s market,
in 1822 and sold to Mr. Clough in 1827. On
that house.
prices for their produce remaining low and
Mr. Clough married Louisa
1829,
17,
Sept.
of
Deacon
besides?
in some instances going lower.
The family
3.
Nehemiah Hinckley, born May 1838;
Stvaga,
Kay, daughter of Matthew and Roxana
The most disappointing feature is in pohimself and wife, consisted of the follow- died Feb. 1886.
born April 1, 1811, for his second
Ray,
ing children:
William Tenney resided with his father wife; his flrst having been Abigail Sin- tatoes. Farmers who were holding back
clair who died without children Dec. 3, their
potatoes in anticipation of fl a
1. William, born Nov. 25,
1813; died until his death, and there his children 1827,
aged thirty-two years. Asa Clough
Nov. 27, 1813.
His widow and children re- died Nov. 20, 1861, aged sixty-two years bushel, are beginning to unload. The rewere born.
2. Phebe Wood, born Sept. «, 181.5; mar- sided there some time after his death; she and ten months. Mrs. I»uisa Clough, his sult is an easier market than a month ago.
widow, died Nov. 18, 1881, aged seventy Lots of potatoes have been offered dealers
ried Frederick W. Darling.
| later married Capt. Judah Chase. Jane years and seven months.
the past week at 50 cents a bushel. The
3. Nathan Parker, born July 28, 1817; Tenney occupied the old house until her
Mr. Clough was a ship carpenter and
removed to Bangor.
builder of vessels, of which he retail price is 70 to 75 cents.
| death in the '80’s. Mrs. Caroline Walker, master
built many and worked upon many more.
4. Sally Ann, born Aug. 7, 1820; marEggs also are plentiful, and the farmers
! widow of the writer’s half brother, WilHe made the rudder and windlass of the are
receiving only 16 cents. The retail
ried Ichsbod Grindle.
liam Walker, resided in the house of her
brig Bquator in 1850, the writer’s first price is 20 cents.
5. Rebecca Tenney, born July 27, 1822; grandfather, Dr.
Tenney, and with her command.
Flour and grain are cheaper. A cut of
After his death and that of his wife, the
married John Stillman Friend.
aunt, Jane, in the early Wi: and there
place was occupied first by his son Roscoe 50 cents on a barrel of dour and 10 cents
In the house with the Savage family the writer spent several weeks during her and
and
this
at
his
family,
writing by
on corn is made by some dealers.
lived Mrs. Lois Parker, the widow of Ezra
brother George A. and family, as a sumoccupancy of a part of the house.
below
the
of
The

Parker, and sister of Mrs. Savage.
Mrs. Parker (maiden name Lois Wood,
daughter of Israel Wood) was born Feb.
6, 1775, married Ezra Parker, Dec. 27, 1791.
She died Dec. 31. 1881, aged nearly eightyseven years.
Ezra Parker was born July
15,1787, supposed at Andover, Mass., and
died July 14, 1818, aged fifty-one years.
They had one child, Kimball, born April
22, 1792; died Jan. 31, 1820.
After the death of Dea. Savage, F. A.
Darling, who had married Phebe Wood
Savage, daughter of the deacon, lived on
the old place, took down or rebuilt the
old house into two stories snd
occupied it

,

is good food—food for brain, food for brawn, food that is
strengthening, that gives energy and courage. Without a proper
appreciation of this great fundamental truth no nation can rise

upon
child, married Emma, tennial of the town’s settlement in 1862,
daughter of Nehemiah and Edith (Wood) which was
printed in the papers, and was
Hinckley, Nov. 5, 1833, by whom he had in other
ways an influential citizen.

William, the

a

What la a Cold In the head?
N. thing to
worry about If you treat It with Ely’- Cream
Balm as soon as you begin to sneeze a• I snuffle. Neglected, the cold may grow into catarrh,
and the air passages be so Inflamed that you
have to fight for every breath.
It la true that
Ely's Cream Balm cures catarrh promptly and
But you know the old saw about
certainly.
the ounce of prevention. Therefore use Cream
Balm when the cold In the head shows itself.
All druggists, 5Cc., or mailed by Ely Brothers.,
56 Warren Street, New York.

asbertisnnenta.

A Positive
CURE

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Give* Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes!
heals and protects I
the diseased mem-1
brane. It cures Co-1
tarrh and drives!
awn; a Cold in the I
Head quickly.
Be-1
stores the Senses of I
Taste and Smell. Full size 50cta., at
Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by nye-l
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren 8treet. New York.

to 2,500 cords of wood, worth at least
$2 per cord stumpage.
Several lots were looked over by
men employed by the city for the purwas
lot
this
particular
pose;
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deemed the best
was paid for it.

a

;

purchase, and 83,000
City notes, at 3 per

I cent., were given in payment. Until
j the notes are paid, the cost to the city
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will be 890 a year; the taxes amount
to about $10 per year—a total annual
cost of a round $100, and competent
judges estimate that the annual
growth on a lot of this size and general character will fully offset this

stood for: “A democratic paper
in favor of the strict enforcement of
the statutes, forsooth!
Why, the
democratic papers of the State oppose
the enforcement of the statutes in
every issue, and those officers of the

the city for interest and taxes.
It coats the city nothing to cut and
haul the wood, all this being done by
the keeper of the poor farm, the city
being under contract, as it always has

law who

stars

cost to

i been, only to supply the wood.
Why this transaction, which seems
to have been one of a very ordinary
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This week’s edition of The
American is 2,250 copies.

Average far the year of 190.5,

2,313

did,
| before it But
$2,500.

when it
it is

was

as a

good
good

WBtrSfiSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1906.

A Pretty story Spoiled.
Democrat ! it at the price paid for it.
'i'fce Hancock
County
It is further claimed that the city
devoted half a column of its valuable
has no business to buy wood lots anyweek
an
of
last
to
figures
array
apace
intended to show an increase from how. Why not, pray? It has owned
one for years; it was only when the
year to year in the amount paid to
casntv commissioners, and
by in- ! wood was exhausted on this lot that
nuendo asking its readers to believe the idea of procuring another arose.
The attention that is being given to
was the cause.

.republican rascality
dn simple fairness such
akould

have

reasons,

if

a

In another column Dr. R. L. Oriu
of Mt. Desert, one of the atong
minds of the republican party, discusses resubmisaion, and points out
the

danger to the party should the
State convention declare for it, and
the •"'anger to the State should the
legislature vote for it. Public sentiment in Hancock county is unques-

this very ordinary business transaction is ont of all proportion to its importance, and is simply one more
instance of how hard pushed the
opposition is in its attempt to

statement

been accompanied by
increase,
any, for the
dint such fairness seems to be no part
af the democratic code of ethics.
They are after unwary voters, and it
asits them better to tell half the truth
when all the truth would spell their

tionably against resubmiseion, and
candidates, if they bad any doubts
about it, are beginning to have them

show that this present administration
is neither “prudent” nor “economi-

dispelled. What Dr. Grindle
say is worthy of the meat

cal”.

Horjr.

County Expenditures.
fPor instance, they give the figures
Our democratic friends have made
showing the compensation of county the remarkable
discovery that it costs

somroissioners for the years 1S90 to
1M6, when, with fluctuations dependent on the varying amount of busiaraes of the several years, the teudency
was upward, but it did not suit their
purpose to give the figures for the six
years following, when (With the exception of the year 1899, when the
house was
addition to the court
budding), they maintained a normal
level. They make the flimsy excuse
that the reports for those years were

band.
It served their purpose better to
jBtap to the year 1903, when the law
regarding State aid for highways had
added greatly to the duties of the
ceenty commissioners. They did not
It
think it necessary to explain this.
wrouid have spoiled their story.
not at

more—much more—to run the county
than it did twenty years ago;
that in practically every department
of county affairs there has been an
now

increase in

expenses—and

it is all
true.
All this might have some weight if

substantially

J
j

it were not also true that during the
past twenty years the county itself
had not been growing in like proportion in wealth and necessities.
The
work required of every office and
every officer is vastly greater than it

twenty years ago.
The fact is that while the amount of
the county tax and the amount of .he

was

county expenditures have naturally
and of necessity been increasing, the

of taxation—which is the real
of the tax burden
is no
The fact of the matter is there has
!
i
now than it was then; indeed,
been no increase in the cost of the greater
it was less in 1905 than it was in 1885 j
county commissioners’ court beyond
1 6 10 mills.
the natural increase due to larger by
In the light of the facta, an appeal
i
business
in
the
of
volume
county,
\ to prejudice or a presumption of a
-until the 8tate road law was enacted.
lack of intelligence on the part of the
This was in 1901, and the number of
voters of Hancock county
is not
towns appropriating money lor State
to avail much.
roads has increased each year since, ; likely
We venture to say that it would be |
until in 1904 there were eighteen
hard to find a more conservative,
towns in this county whicii petitioned
economical but not
Sot a State road, and in 1905, twenty- careful, prudent,
of public officials
Each such petition means parsimonious body
one towns.
than the worthy gentlemen who have
the
t«o visits to the town by
county
been this county’scommissiouersdurcommissioners, with the necessary
ing the past twenty years.
travelling expenses and extra days’
When
if ever
onr democratic
service.
friends wake up to the fact that in
Democrat
the
didn’t
explain
Why
wealth, prosperity, culture and pr gthiB? It would spoil their story.
ress, this good old county of Hancock
The absurdity of the Democrat's
is far and away ahead of where it was
claim that if there had been at least
years ago, they may realize
one democrat on the board of county twenty
that all these desirable things are
-commissioners this expense would
worth having and worth paying for.
fcave been materially lessened, beknown
comes apparent when it is
For Sheriff.
that the duties and compensations of
Since onr last issne more candithe commissioners are regulated by
dates for the republican nomination
statute, and they could not, if they for sheriff
have announced their inwould “pad" their bills, except possitentions. Mr. Day. of Ellsworth, and
tneir
sessions
a
lengthening
by
bly
Mr Eddy, of Bar Harbor, whose anfew days. Everyone lamiliar with the
nouncements were made last week,
with
which
business-like expedition
have now to meet in convention
business has been transacted oy reDorephus L. Fields, Benjamin T.
sent boards of county commissioners
Sowle and Lewis F. Hooper.
knows this is not done.
The three new candidates are all of
“Will the people of Hancock county
and are well known.
Ellsworth,
Mr.
see
how it
try the experiment and
Fields is a veteran of the Civil war;
works'?” asks the Democrat, meaning
he was sheriff for three terms—from
the experiment of electing a demo1884 to 1890, and has been a deputy
cratic county commissioner.
for nearly a dozen years.
And
if
net.
we
rather
guess
Well,
While Mr. Sowle has never held
they did, it would spoil the Demopublic office, except that of tax colcrat's story.
lector, he is well known throughout
That Wood-Lot.
the county. Mr. Hooper also served
Some two years ago the city of two terms as sheriff—from 1896 to
Ellsworth, through its municipal 1900. At present he is not in good
officers, purchased a wood-lot of some health, but he hopes to recover in
sixty-five acres. The object of this season to participate actively in the
rate

|

measure

—

|
|

<

—

—

purchase was to supply the city, prin- struggle for the nomination.
Two of the candidates have
cipally the city poor farm, with wood.
It was believed that in this way wood
could be obtained at less cost than
purchasing it all cut in the open
market.
The lot is located in the town of

Hancock,

within easy
poor farm.

haaling distance

open
letters which may be fonnd elsewhere in this issue, stating in unequivocal terms their attitude towards
the enforcement of all laws, bnt es-

pecially

that of the law
unlawful sale of liquor.

agidnst

the

It is
heavily
Here is another democratic half
wooded, and is estimated by competent surveyors to contain from 2,000 truth. The Democrat this week re-

of

the

j

has to

would

resubmission,
just
sure and just as great as though the party
and
local
license
were committed to high
option. For the mass of the people know
that the great force behind this movement
disaster

die,

elec-

j

question

come

as

raiaaion I do not believe in it.

»

the very letter of the law, and
the nomination at the
hands of my republican friends and be
! elected, I should do everything in my
f power to see that the law was enforced in
Pearl B. Day.
every respect.
the

same

m*

No

<MZaaI CktavJ^

dangerous drugs

or

alcoholic

concoctions are taken into the
atom
hcIi when Hyomei is used.

Kreathed

through

the inhaler, the
balsamic
healing of Hyomei penetrates to
the
most remote cells of the n,
iln|j
throat, ami thus kills the
catarrhal
germs, heals the
irritated

memhrane, and gives

mucouc

complete and

permanent cure.
Hyomei is the simplest, most pleasant and the only guaranteed cure
for
catarrh that has
been discovered
Complete outfit, $1.00; extra bottle

to

for sale

by

U. A. Parcher.

if I should receive

j

LONG DEAD.

G.

(lll/on of

1'romlncnt

I'aMrs

East

Ensuranrt Siatniunts.

HOLYOKE

IN SALEH, HAS3.

Away.

khiu^ Feb. 7 (special)— G. G.
Long;, a prominent and esteemed citizen
of this place, and until recently postmaster here, died Saturday. Mr. Long had
been in failing health for several years.
The death of bis wife in the summer of
1902 was a severe blow to him, and a part
of his own life went out with hers.
Only about a month ago Mr. Long resigned the post masters hip, which be had
held for fifteen years, and his family and

MUTUAL

INSURANCE CO,

FIRE

Bluehlll

Eajvt Bli

i

!

J

|j
|!
1

friends
duties

hoped
would

that

release from official

result in

restoring

ASSETS DEC. SI, lflto.
Real estate.
Morto, e !o»t».
Stock# and bonds,
Cash In ©fttce and hank,
Agents* balances,
Interest and rents,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

|

j
j

I tvooow
:*,oa>m
IT-504 o
n.TBOM
10.tm*

admitted,

none

Admitted assets,

him to

health.

Mr. Long was born in this town in 1835.
In 1867 he went to California by way of
are rumseliers and those in sympathy with i
them. They know also that all the most | Panama, and the next fourteen years of
his life were spent on the Pacific coast,
earnest advocate of license can possibly do
The first two years of this lime were spent
at this time is to favor resubmission.
If our party leaders were to make the ! in California, where he attended the Paclaim that the movement was made with cific university. In 1859 he went to Orvthe desire that it would ultimately gon, where he engaged in teaching school,
strengthen enforced prohibition, such While there he was elected county superintendent of schools for a term of two
claim would be looked upon as simply a
trick. It would be looked up- years, but before the end of the term re-

politician's
as a complete

t&A i&tomcLcA-

regard to the liquor law, I befirmly In the enforcement of 50 cent’'.

Now in

lieve moat

|]

2trtjrrt(Btmmts.

I desire to sUte my poeition

»o

If I am given the nomination and
KrfiuhinlMtoi;.
tion for that office, 1 shall, to the beat of
MT. Desert, Jan. 29. 1906.
all laws upon the
my ability, execute
i To the Editor of The American:
statute books fairly and impartially, and
I
I am informed that certain persons i~ :
especially the laws relating to the sale of
are making great effort to gel *
j our State
If elected, I shall
resubraisaion plank into the platform of j intoxicating liquors.
move into the jail houae and devote my
i our next republican State convention. |
efforts to the enforcement of aaid
They claim that such action would not bo j personal
laws and the many duties of said office.
inconsistent on the part of our party, be- j
Thanking my frienda in the county in
cause, it only would be giving the people
1
!
advance for whatever support they feel
a chance to vote directly on the subject.
to give me in securing aaid office,
and might greatly strengthen th^eause of willing
This was the aiti- 1 remain,
; enforced prohibition.
B. T. SoWLE.
Very truly,
tude which Senator Wing took in a speech
| in favor of resubmission, delivered in the
Enforcement; No Rimnbmlaalon.
Maine Senate of 1903.
Ellsworth, Mb., Feb. fl, 190H.
The question occurs: Is such a position
To the Editor of The American:
! satisfactory? That is, if our next repubAs I have received several letters, and
lican State convention should adopt a
*
friends also wish to know the position
resolution so worded as to mean the same my
which 1 take in regard to reaubmiasion
as this speech, would such a position be
and the enforcement of the liquor law in
satisfactory to republican voters generHancock county, aa well as in the SUte of
ally?
i will state that in regard toresubI answer most em- Maine,
To this

1905, but *60,000 of this issue having strated against it. The forcing of a
been purchased in 1904, only #10,000 referendum on an unwilling people by
and through the influence of the politiwas left to mature in 1905, which was
redeemed Oct. 1. In addition to this cians will surely arouse a feeling of
resentment and fierce opposition from the
amount, the State purchase^ *13,000,
very start.
nnmatnred bonds,
making *23,000
I think no thoughtful politician would
canceled in 1905, leaving, a bonded
regard it prudent for our next State condebt of *1.380,000 outstanding on the vent ion to resolve in favor ol a license
rst day of January, 1906.
law. Yet if our platform were to endorse

at 83,000; in fact, so
that we can name at least two men
who stand ready to buy the lot at
any time the city wishes to dispose of

purchase

of
the
the democratic press
That was the whole
meat of the Times paragraph, but the
stars looked prettier to the Democrat
editc r.
By the way, who is the star

doing
plainly.
In

CorrcaponUmre.

phatically, no. For these voter* are not
The annual report of State Tress
Lgoing to consider resubmission as simply
urer Smith,
just submitted to the a referendum without reference to its
governor, shows the total receipts for origin, purpose or consequence*. But, on
the year, including a cash balance of the contrary, will consider the question in
*245,139 91 from the previous year, to all its bearing* and with special reference
have oeeu *2,953,747.98.
The total to its eftects on the republican party.
From this point of view the general senexpenditures were *2,423,502 02, leavwill be that resubmission would be
On timent
ing a cash balance of *430,246 96.
For it should
a very reckless experiment.
the first day of January, 1906, the
be kept continually in mind that it is not
bonded
of
total
indebtedness
the State
The people
a movement by the people.
was $1,403,000, and by the refunding
don’t want it. Very few’ have petitioned
act of 1889, *70,000 wonld mature in for it, and many thousands have remon-

offered for

regarded

attain an
statutes are
to

editor of the Democrat, anyway?

market; several lots were under consideration. The purpoee of the purchase was well known, and the price
paid was a fair market price.
The only mistake the board made
was in not purchasing it some months

c

striving

maligned by
j right along.”

two
should
create, nearly
years after it took place, such a hubbub as our democratic friends are trying to raise can only be accounted for
by the straits they are in for campaign
thunder.
The original transaction
wood-lot
was as open as the day;
owners knew
the city was in the

PHASES.

7.31

are

enforcement

sort,

^

from the Na rraguagut Tima
notice of its advent, which, with a
little manipulation, became quite a
pretty little compliment. The manipulation consisted of the insertion of a
nice little row of stars in place of a
few words which gave an entirely
different complexion to the entire
paragraph. These are the words the

printed

#'**). Si»jj

LIABILITIES DEC. St, 190V
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash guaranty capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities

O. W.

at

d

|

surplus,

i,}789|
288 3H!
13JTSH
100,0MB

I

j]

TAPLEY, Agent,

First National Bank Buildinjr,
>1 VINE
KLLSWORTIf,

rum- j signed to take a school in another county.
ANNUiL STATEMENT
On May 1, 1854, he married in Oreconsidered evident !
1
attention.
a
of
the
state
of
Iowa.
daughter
that
the management
of
our
V KITRKX AflM KAXCK COMPANY,
party gon
or to*osto, civada.
had fallen into the hands of men who are ; He returned to Hast Bliu-hili in 1870,
with him his w ife and three
In their frantic efforts to find somebringing
I
ASSETS DEC. SI, IftA.
catering to and affiliating with the rum dauj^ter*.
For several years he ran a
'o
on.
lyooeoi
#
thing tangible to attribute to repub- interest. That means a party and a gov- general store, and fifteen years ago was 8Mortgage
to k a r.d bonds,
,:si w q
lican mismanagement of oar local ernment dominated by the rum power, appointed to the post mastership.
ath in offi e »• d bank.
20S.MIII
j
As
a public official Mr. Long was painsb
lance*.
3W$flSl
Agents’
affairs onr democratic friends are now and that means bad government, alway$.
:«wfiiS
taking and efficient, confining himself Bill* receivable.
The people are fully informed as to
*.«osi
trying to make it appear that to colclosely to the duties at store and office, Intercalated reotft.
1
lect back taxes and expend them for what the conduct of the liquor power is, and allowing himself little recreation.
Gross
a«*e »,
*2.397
He was an exemplary citizen, and a conthe purposes for which they were and they know just which way its influ- | siatent Mason.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1905.
He was a past master of
ence has
in politics and gov- |I Ira
Net unpaid los-es.
|
1MJ.U41
originally appropriated is a crime. ernment. always gone
Berry lodge of Bluehiil.
Unearned premiums,
1 vv.aoiu
know that in every case
Mrs.
died
They
1902.
Six
Long
Aug. 2,
;
This policy has resulted in giving the
Cash caplt-l (drp lit capital}.
»! oneo(
where a fight has been made for good daughters survive Mrs. W. M. Wardwell,
over all tiabililie»,
5W19141
tax-payers for the past three years municipal government, the rum power Mrs. Edwin W. Barton, Mra. Ellis Stans- Surplus
fleld, Mrs. C. H. Wardwell, Mrs. Luther
Total liablHtlea and surplus,
#.’.3S*,s»C4
the lowest tax-rate for a generation, has
always thrown the full weight N. Bridges and Miss Susie Ixmg.
mm C. LYMAM St CO Agents,
and they are not kicking. Are we to of its influence in favor of those who stood !
Funeral services were held at the BapBAB HARBOR. ME.
understand that the democrats prom- for graft and corruption. And they know tist church at 1 o’clock Tuesday.
O. W TAPLKY, Agent.
ise to increase the rate, if given a that no good will come to them or their I
The EnglUh ,,8oei«y for the Preveotloa of j
ELLSWORTH. ME.
chance?
party from a partnership with such a <'-on»umpUuu'’presided
over by the Prince of
Wale*. vn< p cently addr* s*ed l>y Sir WiUUro
power. Now if we go into a campaign
COMMERCIAL
UNION
A SSI* RAM'S
The Democrat has coined a new with thousands of our voters feeling like tiroadbent, vrno stated th«t It wa* definitely
known that every case of consumption began
CO.. Ltd.
name for uncollected
it
is
with
a
taxes.
reasonable
to
that
communicated
from
acme other
germ
only
expect
They that,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1905.
oa e
There I* no such thin* a- Inherited eon
Real ratal*.
are “our savings, upon which we de- our losses w’ill be very heavy.
*».»«»
sumption. There may be local w« akne«* wtdcb
47.900 »
loams.
Mortgage
The
know
w
to
that
ith
people
consumt-tlon, but the germ has abac Stocks and bond*.
prohibition
pend to reduce the city debt”. No3.1S7.974S
to Ire Uuted In that weak -pot before
lutely
in
the
constitution, the rumseller's po- OHsutnptlon can n-ue. This ought to comfort Caan in office and bank,
body doubts the ability of the demo
litical power is reduced to the minimum. thou-and* of people who h»ve “weak c bests’* Agents' balances.
crats to lay by “savings” of this sort,
iJBt?
Bills receivable.
weak lungs**
.They are not foreordain* d Interest and rents.
Take it out of the constitution, and you or*
ILMC
rlctlms of tbl* dread disease.
All that Is
decreased
the “net city debt”
They
All
other
unsd
saseta.
n
eried to old absolute ’edmee to this deadly
give him a chance to get at every candisome #8,000 or *9,000 during the last
courge. Is to be able to strengthen the weak
date to the legislature. Legalize his traffic
Gross assets,
|5 *4.014 C
lungs and build up a strong body. The answer
three years of their
6J64B
administration and you enable him to have a lcbby, an to
tlds need Is found lu L»r Pierce’s Golden Deduct ilenifl not admitted,
ricilcal Discovery. It so pur fl s the blood and
with these “savings".
Admitted assets,
organization, an oversight committee and increase* the blood supply, that disease Is
$5,v<7,l»U
LIABILITIES DEC. Si, IMS.
really bring about such conditions a« will thrown off. and me weak organs are nourished
which dr ties germs of
M. L Allen, of Mt.
I $<*.*••
Desert, a enable him to have accurate knowledge of 11*-ltt«d.perfect health,
every Net unpaid loaaea,
People, given up by doctors, emaciated. Unearned pre i.lumi,
2.»U*d
well-known business man of that the political situation in every representa- • deedlrg at the lungs, wltu
obstinate, itrgerlig All other iiabtlitlea.
are being cured
i,sa*.3»4l
and
one
of
every day by the use of Surplus over all liabilities.
its
most tive district in the State, and to piake his coughs,
town,
Golden Medical Discovert*'
It Is a strlctlv
Total liabilities and surplus.
highly-esteemed citizens, also super- influence felt in the caucuses of the small- " bditerance medicine, containing no alcohol,
*5.0*7,4*11
or other Inb-xlcant.
whisky
O. W. TAPLKY, Agent.
intendent
*
of
schools, announces est towns.
Can the republican party afford to ask
ELLSWORTH, MB.
his candidacy for the republican nom2?onu9.
the people to give the rum interest such
ination for representative to the legNational Bank Statrmmt.
to acquire political power?
U. 8. Customs asd P. O. Bcildijio t
islature from the class towns of Mt. opportunity
No! The people know' that they are enEluwokth Maini-, Feb 3, 1904, \
Desert, Southwest Harbor, Tremont, gaged in a contest with an
proposals will be received at this
REPORT OF THE
unscrupulous
building until 2 o'clock p rn.. February
Swan’s Island and Cranberry Isles.
foe, and they mean to make the fight 24. 19W. for furnishing fuel, lights, w*te-,
Ice, OONDITI ON
miscellaneous
w here they can make it with the
greatest mg ashes, andaupplii e. worthing lose ». haul*
kling stieeu for this
The petition to the city government advantage to themselves. They know that building during sprii
ib
fiscal vear ending June
I'O
1907, or such port lor. ot the yeir aa may be
to incorporate in the spring election with resubmission as an issue in the camJeem.d .d’iMble.
rh, riKht to rcjtcl »nr
warrant an act of the last legislature paign there would be a regular carnival of and all bids is reserved by the Treasury De
Hknmy Whitiwu.
civic iniquity, simply an opportunity for partment.
at EHaworth, in the State of Maine,
for
full protection from
providing
Custodian.
at the close of bu»ine&».
observation while votiBg has been unscrupulous men to use many thousands
January 29, 1006
DKsOLlTIOS OF P.lltTNEKHHlP.
of dollars of rumseliers’ money for buying
RESOURCES.
granted. If accepted by the voters, votes.
i* hereby given that the firm of
Loans
and
discounts.
1
r.oyd Jt Haynes has this day been dUas it ought to be, the Australian balsecured and unsecured.
The people do not mean to give them solvtd by mutual
JJfJZ
consent. J. L. Floyd retir* OrerdnfU,
U. S. Uonds to secure circulation
!
lot law will be of more effect than it
The business will be continued
tog
!
by J. A.
any such opportunity if they can prevent
Haynes, to whom all outstanding bills cf the Premiums on U-H. bonds. i.’S.r***
now is, so far as secrecy is concerned. it. On the
contrary, believing that resub- firm are payable, and by whom all bill* against bonds, securities, etc.
Banking-house, furniture and fixmission in our platform would be suicidal the firm will be settled.
Jan. 9 1906.
T.Uf*
Due from State banks and bankers.
The alarming reports of Senator to our party’s interest, they will make
Due from approved reserve agents
Hale’s illness which reached Ellsworth great effort to suppress it before it reaches
Checks and other cash items
i&forrttgnnmtB.
Notes of other National banks
R. L. Ghxndle.
late last week, proved to be ground- the convention.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
i.i»*
less. The senator had been suffering
ORGANS
Lawful mouey reserve in bank, via.
and
Candidate
for
.Sheriff.
from a mild attack of the grip, and
M
Specie.*29.94.5
.1.**
Ellsworth, Feb. 7,1906.
Tuned.
Legal-tender notes-U.feU 00
was absent from the capitol
Machines
for a To the
Editor of The AmeiHcan:
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (fl per cent, of circulation.
short lime. On Tuesday he was back
Cleaned and
Will you kindly allow me the space in
in his a.customed seat.
Total.
your valuable paper to announce to the
LIABILITIES.
at
Staple., Hmlth and
republican voters of Hancock county my Moody
*'**,'* order*
or
mall a poalal addrr**ed u>
Capital stock paid in. ^
OBITUARY.
candidacy for the nomination for sheriff ••Orson.," ISo* *69, KU. worth Maine.
fund.....
Surplus fund.
at the next republican county convention?
Undivided profits, less expense*
MISS ELIZABETH CROSBY.
and taxes paid.
National bank notes outstanding
The many friends of
Miss Elizabeth
aatf
Due to other National banks.
• lOO Reward, 8100.
Crosby, who had spent many seasons here
Due to trust companies and saving*
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
and at Hancock Point with her
banks..
Mrs.
learu
At
that
there
Is
at least ooe dreaded disease
sister,
HANCOCK KlOL'gE STABLE,
Due to approved reserve agents
L. A. Emery, were shocked to hear of her that science has been able to cure la all lta
ill*
good business Horses, new and second- Dividends unpaid..
stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall’s Caiarrb
death on Saturday last at her home in To- Core Is the
Harn**5^** A Kent for U. A. Individual deposits subject to check
only positive cure now known to Moyer’s Floe
Demand
certificates of deposit.
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a conCarnages. Everything as retire*
peka, Kansas.
tented or uo sale, Terms reasonable.
Savings department. "jji
stltutional
Miss Crosby was a daughter of the late treatment disease, require* a constitutional
Certified checks.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interF
H.
OOULD.
Cashier's
check* outstanding.
Maj. John Crosby, of Hampden. Two nally. acting dlrecdy upon the blood and
of the system, thereby debrothers, Daniel and John, went West mucous surfaces
Total.
the foundation of the disease and
years ago—John, now dead. 10 Minnesota, stroying
the patient strength by building up the
STATE OP MAINE.
,
Daniel to Kansas, and with him his sisters giving
constitution and assisting nature in
lta
Coorrrr or
Hancock ns:—I. Henry
Elizabeth and Sarah.
1 »
Another sister, work. The proprietors have so much doing
talth in
above-nsm*’1'
cutler
of
the
Cushman,
AT
„
TUE
Maria C., wife of Abram
do solemnly sweir that the above
Hammatt, had tta curative powers that they offer One Hundred
preceded them to Kansas some fifteen Dollars for any case that It falls to cure. Send
I. true to the beet ol my knowledge »"
for list ef testimonials.
II, 1.
years.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN, v**“**]
Print roaea,
Address F. J. CHKNEY A CO.,
Miss Crosby spent last summer with the
Subscribed end .worn to before me t
Toledo. O.
Cyclamen, Freeslatt
and Hyacinths.
day ol February, 1«06.
Emery® at Hancock Point, and came with
CUT FL0WKB8 FOB ALL
LEONARD M. MOOS*
them to Ellsworth in the fall. She went
OCCASIONS.
SUfocrttecnnita.
Noury Fubi»
(Saal.)
Telephone connection.
West shortly before Christmas. Death
Correct—Atteat:
followed a short illness of pneamonia.
A. P. WI8WBLL. 1
The remains will be brought East for
„„
B. H. UBBELY. ! D:rW“
ALICE M.
interment in the family lot in Hampden.
L. A. EMERY,
Miss Crosby was a woman of moat
ea State Street,

careful

on

sellers.

surrender to the

It would be

<

Spttfcil

SEALED

First National Bani,

__

>f()TICE

—

•.

Cleaned, Repaired

Sewing

Repaired.

U*|

FOR

SALE

—

Flowering Plants;
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

WMHFUTE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

charming personality,

and

possessed

a

keen intellect. Her many lovable traits
of character endeared her not
only to her
immediate family but also to a wide circle
of friends and acquaintances.

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

I SIS SSM*.

HOOPER,

DRESSMAKER and
LADIES* TAILOR,
8 School St.,

Ellsworth.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

P*'

tre.paa* in Cuuleulocos
Ufa and P'Pg
DO demand
proteetion
the
the
not

to

county ol Hancock,
lalae, ant! the United State, ol
*o»

AmeOJt,.
A'*”

Many O. Faai*

WKDDIMO BELLS.

CITY MEETING

ftMITU-KinDKR.
P. Smith, on Frankn,e home of George
was the scene of a very pretty
ie, street,
The bride
wedding Thursday evening.
Miae Harriet L. Smith,
„ hi* daughter,
*M Luther M. Kidder, of
and the groom
Lynn, Mww*
in the parlor,
The ceremony took place
dewrated for the
which had been prettily
o’clock the bridal procesevent. At 7.30
Kidder, a brother of
eir.n, led by Henry
the room to the strains
the groom, entered
march played
w
of Mendelssohn's edding
Bonaoy. The bride was
by Miss A. May
gowned in a dress of white

becomingly

with satin

friends.
The reception

was

at

and

o’clock,

8

extend congratulations and
many came to
of the occasion.
to share in the festivity

tbariea L. Smith, Henry
apt. and Mrs.
a
Kulder, Miss (,'orinneSmith, sister of the
bride, and Mrs. Percy Higgins received
and presented the guests. Refreshments
were served, and added to the enjoyment
(

of the evening.
The color scheme of the parlor was
of the dining-room
green and white; that
the decorations
was red and white, and
skill and
were largely the result of the
Mr. and
taste of Mi«s Frances Leighton.
Mr«. Kidder were the recipients of many
beautiful and useful presents, showing the
friends. Amid
esteem of their many
showers of rice and
couple left on

good

Proposed Change

lor Greater Secrecy
In Ballot.
The regular meeting of the
mayor and
aldermen Monday evening was snort, little
outside the routine

coming before

wishes

the

ROLLS

r*J**U.

added to

a

list

of

books

Sew Intsrnsilonal Encyclopedia, 21 foU
Poole’- ln< ex. 2 v» \*
Govern im ni Regulation of Railway
Husor
Kates,
Principles of the Administrative L w

Meyer

of the Oni'ol -lateA V l»l ey
Law and opinion In Knalan.l.
The Modern Trust Company,
Kirk ttrtde mi«f M«rrett
limm U#u( Elfiy
The Liquor Problem,
K U A ft.- Um.n
Principles of Economic*
TK #er litao
China In Law and Comm-rce,
Ch l‘e ii*y
•China and Her People, 2 vol*.
Mule
Archibald
fmr
The
East,
A Short History of llwlr,
Henry l> s dawlcfc
Geo K Sintt
Mount Insert,
W 8 ll >rwm>
Sew Creations in P’ant Life,
Wm t. Hrown
The Lite of Oliver Ellsworth,
K-Stanw od
The Life of James U Plata*.
Th. W lll.*lii on
Part of a k au’s Llf«.
K-ftUA " tt*n»»n
Thf House of Mirth,
Mrs l>e La Pasiuru
Peter’s Mother,
Kate Douglas Wlgaln
Rose o'the River,
8 M Crothers
The Panloner’a Wallet,
T e Debtor,
Mary K Wilkins Freeman
James II Connolly
The Ih-ep Sea’s Toll,
Romance* of Old France,
Richard La Galllenrc
The Story of the Champlous of the
II Pyle
Table.
Koun
A •- La' t
The Vikings of 'he Pa. Id
Florence Holbrook
Northland Heroes,
Tale* of the Fish Pa'rul,
Jack London
Animal Heroes,
Kroest Thompson Seton
Martha
Itrown Dunn
Cicero In Maine,
Gilbert K Chesterton
Heretics,
I ondon Films,
Win Dean Howells
K ssvs In Application,
Henry Vnn Dyke
Va-arl's Lives o< the Palmers, 4 vo*s
How to Study Futures,
Cl»,» 11 Coffln

MOl’TH

OK THE

RIVER.

Jennie Swett was the guest of Mrs.
Helen Thomas recently.

In«ane,
Library,

bor,

.'

here she has

employment.

Mrs. Janie Kemick and son Allie, of
Bangor, are visiting Mrs. Mary Kemick.
Mrs. Harvey Alley is visiting her husband’s parents, Capt. George W. Alley and
wife.
School clotted Feb. 1, after a successful
term taught by Miss Addie Maddox. The
exercises of the afternoon included speaking and singing, and w ere w ell rendered.
Mrs. Sophia Dodge has returned home
from Seal Harbor, and is now at her cottage awaiting the arrival of her son,
Langrange, of the United States navy,
who is expected Feb. 11.
The house and barn belonging to Mrs.
George W. Day were burned last Friday
morning about 3 o’clock. The house had
not been occupied for four or live months,
but contained some furniture and was

insured.
WKST ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Amanda Meadcr is
Asa

on

tbe

sick list.

M. Barron went to the hospital at

AMOUNT

Adelaide True,
Ku*ene P Warren,

Georgia Jude,
Eugene P Warren,
George A Parcher,
Morrison, Joy & Co,
John P Kldrtdae,
Scboolhouse, Cnaa II Grtndal,
John P Kldrldga,
Suptofacbc, R Eugene Mason,
Eiank R Moore,
School,
Edw Haney,
Mrs Geo W Pa'ten,
Joelah A
hi Hips,
Edgar Jordan,
J L flnnimett Co,
Textbook,
R E Mason,
Eire dept,
thus M Higgles,
Martin M .Moore,
City Hose Co,
Burton II Walker,
James K Card,
John P Eldrldge.
HUh school.

Stephen Doi ovan,
Martin K Jelllson,
Chaa M Wltharo,
Geo A Parcher,
Herman J .* cammon,
T E Hale.

Austin,

O W Tr pp,
C tv ft E L Mason.

Bangor News,
L D Patten,
Geo A Parcher,
John P Eldrldge,
Town of Hancock,
l»r »*eo R Caldwell,
R II A U R Power Co,
Electric light, B II A V K Power Co,

COMMISSIONER'S

Highways..

seems

shape.”
Our

West

Franklin

70
25 50
161H
87 S')
100)
5o0
10 30
35
17 77
4 93
3 5j
243 97
43 83
4 18
43 8.1
1610
13 00
22 00
13 20
133
20)
2 85
155 00
1 9»
2 00
5 GO
2 00
10 00
3 00
28
17 30
4581
35 83
3 00
38 00
7 23
6 0*
20 30
122 3
1170
25(0
115 39
150 00

writes:

“The

political pot

and

long

will

ROLL.

6

Nlilowalk*.
Hock crushing—

to .S'.

7115
26 21

_

ere

#1.821
PROPOSKD

CHANOE

IN

65

BALLOT LAW.

petition signed by aboat twenty-live
voters was presented, asking for the insertion in the warrant for the next municipal
election, of a question as to whether or
not the Morey election law providing for
a change in voting booths shall be adopted
Kllsw’orth.
The object of this law is to provide
greater secrecy of the ballot, and thus
accomplish the results aimed at when the
Australian system of voting was adopted.
The proposed change would be in the
style of booths used at polling places.
With those at present in use, a voter is in
full view' of those in the polling place,
and the “secret ballot” is more a name
than a fact. In the new booths proposed,
there w’ould be doors concealing the voter.
The board favored the proposed change,
and the city clerk was instructed to insert
the question in the warrant for the voters
in

to vote

upon it.
CLAIMS

POR

LAND

DAMAGE.

property

The Secret of Long Life

boiling

a

bob-cat questions.

It is

now

your stomach.
Most cases of shkness and death are traced to the stomach.
A disordered stomach shuts o£F food nourishment—the active principle of life.
No other disease accomplishes this as quickly or so effectively as dyspepsia.
Docs your food distress you i
Does a bitter fluid rise in your throat ?
Are you weak and dizzy ?
Docs everything appear dark when you suddenly straighten up from a bent position ?
Is there a bad taste in your mouth and is your breath foul i
*
Do you experience a sense of impending calamity
Are you becoming thin and haggard ?
Then you have dyspepsia l
Many people think the s' symptoms will pass away of their own accord. They mil
noil Dyspepsia never cures itself—even the best scientists often fail to cure.it.
We know of but one remedy that will positively cure this disease—
Rem 11 Dyspepsia Tablets.
These tablets furnish the one clement necessary to enable the <
stomach to digest food and to again take up the work of supplying nourishment to the famished body.
We have seen them effect many marvelous cures. We do not know
of a single instance where they failed to greatly benefit the sufferer.
We want you to try Rexull Dyspepsia Tablets, and agree to return
your money if you are not more than satisfied with the
result.
Price 2S cents per full size package.
Only at our store or by mail.

If you would live Ion™, guard

up to the

people, and unless all signs fail
an important factor in
polithe coming season.

common

they
tics

will be

Prof. Hitchings, of the State bureau of
entomology, attributes the investment of
Bar Harbor and vicinity by the brown-tail
moth to the visit of the naval fleet last
August. He says the ships came direct
from Boston, and were anchored at Bar
Harbor for several days. With them came
the moths, and as it was just at the time
when the females were laying their eggs
they soon sought the shore.
The late frost has not killed the early
flowers. George H. Sperry, driver
of the Bluehill stage, brought to The

spring

American office
of

Monday several sprays
mayflower buds almost bursting into

a

blossom.

Down

Greenlaw

at

removed the

Oceanville
Mrs.
brush from her

pansy bed, and found four plants in full
bloom. At Stonington butterflies were
seen

during the past week.

E. G. MOORE, Druggist.

who pin faith to the
Day proverbs are still
guessing. The day furnished both sunshine and snow.
If the
ground hog
happened out of his hole w’hen the sun
was shining, we will have more w’inter,
according to the old saying. On the other
hand, another proverb says:
The weather-wise

Candlemas

old

yf

“Candlemas day, »now or rain,
winter’s none, and won’t return again."
are we

to

expect?

A Sedgwick infant, Laurence Everett
Ferguson, boasts of what is probably the
largest number of living grandparents of

TAXES! TAXES!

Maine. This young man’s
parents are Eugene Ferguson and wife.
On his mother’s side there are
Grandfather and Grandmother Charles W. Pert
and Great-grandfather and Great-grandmother William G. Pert, all of Sedgwick,
in

—

I

E. Sargent for land

E. W. Mayo and A. F. Townsend have
their old shop (formerly the Chase
mill) to Alfred Staples.

sold

ruary 20, and in Portland February 21.
The meetings will be addressed by Prof.

subject,

“Why

should

secondary

ings.

'lauufucturlng

estate

business

and

Feb. 0.

to

SNOWFLAKE FLOUR, nu,?*cuTnt $4.85 bbl.
MIXED FEED,
1.10 bag.
.08 can.
CANNED CORN,
CANNED PEACHES,
.12
..

-

ASK FOR OTHER PRICES IN
GENERAL GROCERY STOCK.

AND

AFTER MARCH 1

No

had,

and to sell at

Mrs. Jane McFarland, who had a large
tumor removed at the hospital in Bangor,
arrived at the home of her sister, Mrs. H.

gets

to love work

his life

is

a

happy one.—liuskin.
Natural history always interests children, who usually recall explanations of
PHtaekpole, Wednesday. She will re- j the phenomena in their own way. An
main wi^h her sister until she is fully reaccount of the habits of the cuckoo, for
covered.
instance, was apparently absorbed at the
time, but was reproduced thus a few days
LAKEWOOD.
“The cuckoo? Oh, that’s the bird
later:
that doesn’t lay its own eggs.”
Mrs. Ruth Tate is ill with the measles.
How happy home might generally be
Miss Mary Garland has returned from
made but for foolish quarrels, or misLamolne, where she has been teaching.
understandings, as they are well named.
or
B. J. Franklin and wife have returned It is our own fault if we are querulous be
ill-humored; nor need we, though thisunto the
made
be
after
Frankto
hatchery
visiting Mrs.
less easy, allow ourselves
or ill humor
lin’s mother, Mrs. A. H.
Wilbur, during happy by the querulousness

the past week.

Aby Garland,
■Sunday to look

otners.—Sir John Lubbock.
In reality, there is perhaps no one of
subdue as
our natural passions so hard to
pride. Disguise it, struggle with it, stifle
it is
it, mortify it as much as one pleases,then
■till alive, and will every nowand
will see it.
itself
show
and
you
out
;
peep
tor even if
perhaps, often in this history;
I could conceive that I had completely
overcome it. I should probably be proud
of my humility.—Benjamin Franklin.

Edward C Childs, both of Southwest Harbor.
FARLEY—SMITH—At Bar Harbor, Feb 1, by
Rev Stephen II Green, Miss Hattie Farley to
Chester A Smith, both of Bar Harbor.
PERKINS-GRANT—At Castlne, Jan 3’, by
Rev A E Luce, Allas Inez Perkins, of Castlne, I
to Converse F Grant, of Sandy Point.
SMITH—KIDDER—At Ellsworth, Feb 1, by
Rev P A A Klllam, Miss Harriet L Smith, of
Ellsworth, to Luthor M Kidder, of Lynn,

j

STAPLES-SAVAGE-At Southwest Harbor,
Feb 1, by Rev J It Aldrich, Miss Emma A!
Staples, of Penobscot, to Roy E Savage, of
Southwest Harbor.
WARDWELL—ROGERS—At McAdam, N B,
Nov 21, by Rev Arthur Ross, Miss Marie H
Wardwell, of Bluehlll, to C E Rogers, of
Calais-

DIED.

of

Green Lake, was here
He
after his buildings.
found them In as good condition as when
fce left in December.
of

MOSKS* FLORAL WORK la widely known*
Address—>BAR HARBOR only.
Open all the year ’round.

COLE—At Bangor, 'an 81, Mr* Olive Cole, of
Gould sboro.
CULLITY—At Bucksp><rt, Feb 8, John Culllty,
aged 70 years.
JORDAN—At East Orland, Feb 6, Edward A
Jordan, aged 68 years.
LONG-At Bast Bluehlll. Feb 8, George G Long,
aged 70 year*, 11 mouths, 12 days.
NUTTER—At Brooklln, Feb 5, Joalah W Nutter,
aged 79 years.

Whether it’s a range or a fura “Clarion”, it is

nace—if it is

requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

to meet every

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street,

that

that

can

be

absolutely
can possibly

are

quoted.

J. A. HAYNES, floydTmWs.

Ellsworth.

CITY LUNCH ROOMS
FRAN KLIM STREET.

THE

LADIES'

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

AND

GENTS

RESTAURANT.

TELEPHONE 27-2.

BROILED LIVE LOBSTER,
PLAIN LOBSTER,
LOBSTER STEW,

...

...

75c
r»Oc
3r,c

SPECIAL DINNER NEXT SUNDAY.

Porcelain Inlays.

H.

accounts

ET.L.L-S WORTH,

CLARION.

one

prices

rock-bottom and the lowest that
be

THE—

When

no

run.

Meats, Provisions, Groceries, etc.,

location on Main street.

Maine.

book-keeping;

no

on

In return for your strictly
I
cash trade
promise to give you the very best

moved from my temporary

L. W. JORDAN,

trust;

allowed to

I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building
on State street, and have

1 The
Ellsworth,
deepest things* of life, human and
MARRIED.
divine, art* revealed only to our sorrow and
Jordan.
O.
W.
Miss Florence A. Partridge visited Miss simplicity.—
North Sedgwick, Feb
If you want knowledge, you must toil for CANDAGE—MORSE—At
tiracie Avis Carter a few days this week.
3, by Rev S M Thompson, M Is a Georgia F
it; if food, you must toil tor itt and if
of Brooklln, to Grover A Morse, of
Candage,
Master El win Treworthy returned Sunis
the
Toil
Blueblllpleasure you must toil for it.
day from a week’s visit to relatives at ; law. Pleasure comes through toil, and CLARK— CHILDS— At Southwest Harbor, Jan
indolence.
or
not by self-indulgence
Booth Surry.
31. by Rev C L SkllUns, Alias Cora Clark to

SALE.

FOR

C. H. QR1NDAL, Water St.

UNDERTAKING.

Mr and

MV

My Business will be Conducted
a Strictly Cash Basis.

FURNITURE

all

kinds of products from wood, minerals,
metals, cotton and wool, etc., with $100,000
capital stock of which $10,000 is paid in.

31,

1 AM SELLING OUT MV ENTIRE
STOCK OF (iO M)S PREPARATORY
TO RETIREMENT FROM BUSINESS.
HERE ARE A FEW SPECIAL CLOSING-OUT PRICES:

HORSE

Jordan,

Co.

manufacturing

CLOSING OUT!

your im-

_

Mac hi us

Hollis E Davis, a daughterHANCOCK —At Lamolne, Jan
Airs Frank II Hancock, a son.

Fred Floyd and family, of Eden, were
visiting his father, G. B. Floyd, last week.

un-

Office in Cushman block, I'ranklin St.
Dec. 29, 1905.
Taxes went on interest Aug. 1, 1905,
as per vote of City (lovernment.

The officers are:
Sedgwick Friday evening
President, Elmer L.
academy presented the drama Clow, of Eastbrook; treasurer, Wm. H.
of Scranton, Pa.
Chapman,
weeks
a
few'
which they gave here
ago.
Alonzo J. Long has sold his place in the
MOM ICS, FLOBIST,
village to George Bacon, whose place at
BAH HAKBOK.
the granite has been purchased by BenjaOpen all the year 'round.
min Curtis, of Boston.
HORN.
The Chemteneso club of the academy
held a public meeting Monday evening,
All—
At
CO
Farmington, Feb 5, to Rev and Airs
A 11 Coar, a eon.
January 29, in academy hail. An interDAVIS—At Ellsworth, Feb 2, to Air and Mrs
esting programme was presented.

Banffor Thursday.

for all

mediate attention.
J. H. Bresxahan,
Collector.

school

teachers make a scientific study of education?”
School officials, principals of grammar
schools, teachers iu the ninth grade and
other citizens interested in secondary
schools are invited to attend these meet-

class of the

M.

(Jily

ting you to jail.
Kindly give this

H. Judd, of the department of
psychology of Yale university, on the

the senior

At

arranging settle-!

taxes under my contract
which I am obliged to pay
and Great-great-grandfather and Greatgreat-grandmother Abel Staples, of North if not collected.
Brooklin. On the other side there are:
I cannot allow my bondsGrandfather and Grandmother Frank Ferguson, of Chelsea,
Mass.; Great-grand- men to settle your tax, and I
father and Great-grandmother Frank Fersuggest that you go to the
guson, of Deer Isie, and Great-great-grandbank and borrow the money,
mother Mrs. Nancy Orcutt, of Sedgw ick.
which will cost you no more
than
For Teachers of Secondary Schools.
you are now obliged to
Arrangements have been made for hold- pay the
city; it will save
ing a series of meetings for teachers in
the expense of having
you
the secondary schools. The meetings will
be in Bangor high school, on February 19, lien claim attachments placed
at 3 p. in.; in Waterville, February 19; in on
your property, or the unAuburn, February 20; in Augusta, Febpleasant duty of my commit-

been

BLUEHILL.

now

paid

The Machias Manufacturing Co. has
organized at Machias for the purpose
of engaging in the lumber business, real

owners.

am

ment with the

Charles

The claim of
damage by the opening of the new
Mariaville road w-as referred to the committee appointed at the December meeting to look after such claims.
It is not likely that many claims for
land damage from this road will be presented, as the road opens up property
heretofore unaccessible by public highway, and is therefore considered a benefit
mther than a damage by many of the
Frank

simmering,
the

plum, to commit themselves on the
prohibition, automobile, insurance and

want

any child

A

is

to

It would be well for those who

point.

Now' what

#1,029:0
2-2 1.1

correspondent

come

• 128 44
TCACItKHS* SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
school...
High

correspondent,

Castine

our

says

that Castine’s should take precedence over the one that is not in good
“it

$45 ed
43 00

• I,JVM 61 I
KTRKKr

Mrs.

Miss Edna Tenney has gone to Seal Har-

order”,

passed as follows:

John H stlvy,
Edward T Etnn,
N R T d A Tel Co
Dr H A Snow,
Chas K Laurlst Co,

Contingent,

recently
the Ellsworth public library:
in

were

MASK.

Police,

A«lditlon» to Kllftworttl’ft Excellent Public Library.

Following

The

ACCOUNTS.

OP

Rolls of accounts

A W

Remit

of accounts

snowless

j
|

home.

BROOKS.

auditing

board.

wind

ill

an

full board ;
present.
The moat important new business was
the vote to insert in the warrant for the
Apropos of the article in The Amerinext municipal election the
question of i can a few weeks ago in regard to the old
adopting a change in election law for the lire engine owned by the town of Castine,
city of Ellsworth, providing for a different one Maine city claims an engine that is
form of voting booth, the object of which two years
older, but not in good working
is to tiecure gr uter
condition. “Inasmuch as ours is in goo3
secrecy in the ballot.

the late train for
young
w ill make their
Lynn, Mass., where they

NEW

the

that blows nobody
winter so far,
w'bich has put the lumbermen on the
anxious seat, has allowed the quarries at
Stonington and elsewhere in the county
to run full blast right through December
and January, which is unusual.
Tis

good.” The mild,

was

ribbon

„ilk muslin trimmed
a handsome bouquet
ami lace, and carried
was escorted by her
of w hite roses. She
under which the happy
father to the arch
The
man and wife.
couple were made
tied by Rev. P. A. A.
nuptisl knot was
the ring serKiliam, of the Baptist church,
The ceremony was witvile being used.
and immediate
nessed by a few relatives

COUNTY GOSSIP
44

PRICE 35c.

Soup—Boast Spring Chicken—Roast Beef—Roast Pork—All Vegetables.
TEY ONE OF MY
FAMOUS SUNDAY DINNERS.

COMB AND

C.

R.

CIRONE.

GREELY, SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

[ONLY COUNTY PAPER.]

Th* American has subscribers at 107
AU

th* 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
<ther papers in the County comnot reach

to

so

not the only paper printed in
Man cock county, and has never claimed to
it is the only paper that can prop
•fce,
railed a COUNTY paper; all the
•mly
te«/
nerely local papers. Hie circulaThf. American, barring the Bar
tion
Record’s summer list, i# larger
Ba»
hat

all the other

of

papers printed

Hancock county.

-in

sea,

bar” to the unknown
Feb. 5.

tfiitifmal County News

Stephen Cole, wife and little son
Clarence, of Prospect Harbor, are visilin g
will be

There

meeting in the Metho-

a

Thursday evening

dist church

The woman’s missionary circle will meet
to prepare a barrel to
send to the South.

Bailey
Baptist church,

Rev. Mr.
the
lirst

sermon

has

call to

accepted
will preach his
a

and

Feb. 4.

Mrs. Cordelia Grindle, of North Brooklin, is visiting her niece, Mrs. Charles
Parker, of Fiye Point.
Miss Annie M. Smith, of Camden, arrived Saturday, called here by the death
of her mother, Mrs. Nancy Smith.

Mrs. Nancy Smith died at her home at
Naskeag Friday, Jan. 26, at the age of
.sixty-nine years. She leaves four daughters and two sons. Funeral services will
be held at her late home to-day; interment at Brooklin cemetery.
Naskcag lodge, F. and A. M., installed
officers Wednesday evening as follows:
T. C. Stanley, W. M.; Harlie Stanley, S.
W.; Rodney Allen, J. W.; O. L. Five, secretary; F. W. Cole, treasurer; G. W. Herrick, S. D.; Fred Stewart, J. D.; Dr. F. S.
Herrick, chaplain; E. B. Tainter, tyler:
F. A. Bowden, 8. S.; Granville Phillips, J.
S. A banquet followed.
Une Femme.
Jan. 29.
NORTH BLUE HILL.

Hoyt Treworgy

is

critically

ill.

Mrs. P. 8. Bowden has arrived from a
two-weeks’ visit with her daughter in
Brooksville.
A. T Qillis has returned from Brookswille, where he has been employed in the
woods for Cart is Durgain.
Larmon Treworgy, Orris Grindle and
Freeman Bray have returned from Aurora,
where they have been employed in the

A

son was

born to

Mrs. Thomas Grieve and family have returned to Bluehill after a three months’
Pa. Their
residence in Philadelphia,
Iriends are glad to welcome them back,
and hope to see Mr. Grieve in the early
5.

in

preach

will

grange is in its usual flourishing condition. A class of fourteen will
take the third and fourth degrees Wednesday evening.
Owing to the lack of snow the lumberMr. Hutchmen are leaving the woods.
ings has taken his upper

out and

crew

closed the camp. Mr. Dunbar has taken
his crew out, but is still keeping the

She leaves

a

son,

Caspar

Feb. 5.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
been

and

Coggins

W. T.

J. P. Walker have

storing ice.
W. Colwell arrived Wednesday
sawdust for packing his ice.

Capt. G.
with

Sadie Higgins and George Merchant are
attending the high school at Hancock.
Mrs. C. L. Smith is visiting her nieces,
the Misses Kelliher, in Lawrence, Mass.
A. H. McCauley is spending a few days
with his parents, William McCauley and
wife.

Charlotte Haley entertained a party of
young friends last Tuesday, her eighth
birthday.
Mrs, Nettie Higgins moved into Fred
McLain’s house Thursday. Mr. McLain
has moved bis family to Bar Harbor.
her

G. P. Haven, who has been confined to
since Dec. 4,
the house with a broken
is able to be out with the aid of crutches.

leg

5._W.

George King

and

wife

are

happy

the

at

George Torrey,
Torrey, is very ill.

son

of

for

a su c-

in town in the interests of the C. E. He
gave a recital at the grange hall on
Thursday evening.

Rev. C. E. Crane, of Waterville, has been

Mrs. F. H. Smith and
arrived home last Monday.
*

Capt.
son

Frank

Theodore

The Woman’s Baptist Foreign Missionary society will observe its annual day of
prayer Friday, Feb. 16, at the home of
Mrs. F. M. Herrick, beginning at 10, closing at 4. Basket dinner at noon. All
ladies are cordially invited, and in all
parts of the parish those who cannot be
present are asked to make this a day of
prayer in their homes.
Feb. 5.
Spec.
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Mrs. N.

P. Douglass has returned from

Augusta.
Mrs. Joanna Reddy, of Brooklin, is at
work for Mrs. Lawrence Varnum.
The Maine Lake Ice Co.’s plant is in
Brooksville and not Sargentville, as so

printed.

William Limeburner, who
confined to the house for three
weeks, is much better.
Brooklin and North Bluehill granges
have been invited to meet w ith this grange
Thursday evening. Two degrees will be
worked on three candidates. Supper will
be served in Mr. Durgain’s hall.
Feb. 5.
C.
Postmaster

ikiB been

EAST BLUEHILL.
There was a supper at the Methodist
church Tuesday evening.
Tillie Chapman, who has been very
the past week, is more comfortable.
Mrs. Edwin Barton returned to her
home in Holyoke, Mass., last Thursday.
Seven candidates took the third and
Miss

ill

degrees
day evening.

fourth

in the grange here Satur-

A few of the young folks of this village
attended the dancing school at Bluehill

Friday evening.
The village was saddened Saturday night
by the death of G. G. Long, an account
of which appears elsewhere in this issue.
Feb. 5.
Jim.
SARGENT VILLE.
An invitation has been extended the
Eastern Star Columbia chapter by Naskeag lodge of Masons of Brooklin to visit
them on the evening of Feb. 14.
A good

anticipated.

J. A. Moore and wife, who have been in
hotel Lynnmore for nearly four years, will,
during the present week, move to Deer
Isle. They will have a hotel there. Their
many friends are sorry to have them go,
and wish them success in their new home.
M.
Jan. 29.

A pleasant flinch and pit party was
enjoyed at the home of J. H. Thomas and
wife Friday evening. Among the gnests

were the teachers of the Central school and
MUsSmith, of West Eden, Miss Maggie and
and
Roland
Letand,
Harry, Oscar
Harold Jell is on. Ludolph Hodgkins, Mrs.
Flora Allen ana family, H. B. Gilbert and

wife,

hine music and

en-

joyed.
S.

Feb. 5.

auucrtisnnntt*.

For Thin
Babies
Fat is of great account
to a baby; that is why
babies

If

fat.

are

your
Scott’s

baby is scrawny,
Emulsion
The

wants.

is

what he

healthy baby

as

fat what it does

not need

immediately for

stores

Fat

bone and muscle.
babies

happy ; they do
not cry ; they are rich
their fat is 1 a* d up for
are

*

time of

need.

They
because
they
happy

-are

The fat

sur-

comfortable.

rounds their little

are

nerves

and cushions them. W hen

they

scrawny those
are hurt at every

are

nerves

ungentle touch.

They

Scott's

Emul-

delight
sion.

in

It

is

as

sweet

wholesome to them.
Sond for froo tamplt.

_

COUNTY NEWS.
County .Vmti

iw

other page*

the hen, covering it with feathers,
the hawk when it came back
about five minutes later.
Feb. 5.
X. Y. Z.
near

and

caught

a

friend from Bangor,

Scott Sr Bownm
CkmmitU

^
»

Far*

SOe-ud *1.00
Ail

pumas

delivered

grange,

hall

grange

last

a

the

friend,

wets

address

Auburn
i„ the

Wednesday evening, i„
Gardiner, who »„

place of SUte Master
unable to be preaent.

The address was

Feb. 5.

a

lb

_

LAMOINE.
SCHOOL KNTKRTAI3IIIKNT.

M iss Msry (UrUnd has .uat closed her
second term of school at Lamnine and returned to her home at lakewood.
During
her work at Lamoine, Miss Garland has
won for herself a boat of friends and
has
ably proven her ability in the school-

Alligator.

Tuesday.
F. E. Mace and

MANSET.

at

are

party of friends, in-

cluding Postmaster Shuman, have been on room.
Friday evening at the close of the term
a fishing trip to Middle Branch.
Clark attended the wedding of Cora, eldest
friends in town.
the members of her school, hsving orthe
Williams
entertained
Mrs.
Mary
of L. A. Clark and wife, of Mana
school league, gave
Capt. J. S. Powers, who has been quite daughter
circle on Wednesday. Work was ganised Longfellow
set, to Edward Childs, of Connecticut. sewing
a very pleasing entertainment, and
poorly, is somewhat better.
am
A
fine
and
the
ladies
lively.
Wednesday evening. The bride was plenty
deserving of much commendation for the
Mrs. Valore Murphy, of Southwest Harattired in a handsome white embroidered dinner was served.
manner in which the affair was
carried
bor, visited Miss Louise Robbins last
Clarence Williams and wife and Miss out.
and
wore
blossoms.
gown
orange
Following is the programme:
week.
Bernice Williams got ready to attend the
Rev. Mr. Skillings performed the cereSinging, Miss Effie Walker, Miss GarCapt. John Latty is at home for a short mony, with the Episcopal ring service. birthday party given by Miss lnet Mace,
land, Morris Hodgkins and Irving Young;
time leaving his vessel, the R. L. Tay, in Refreshments
and
music
followed. but the roads were so icy they gave it up.
recitations, George Ashmore, Helen BenNew York.
Seventeen were present, among them Miss Inei received a valuable present from nett, Nora
Hancock; tableau, “Betty and
Miss Wavie Latty is at home from Bar being Mrs. Childs and daughter Mary, her father, A. E. Mace.
1 are Out; recitation, Luther Merchant;
E.
Feb. 4.
Harbor, where she has been employed mother and sister of the groom, and
solo, Christine WelUcc; recitations, Miae
since last summer.
Judge Clark and wife, of Bar Harbor.
Garland, March Bennett, Arthur AshSOUTH DEER ISLE.
Feb.
5.
Spec.
of
and
Mrs. George Whitmore
son,
more; singing, by four, as above; dialogue,
from tonsilitis.
is
Pert
Mrs.
suffering
WhitMrs.
Southwest Harbor, are visiting
“Inipaof the Trunk Room” imps. Linden
Miss Cora Stanley, who has been ill for
be
Skule"
will
Norwood
“Deestrick
The
more’s parents, Capt. Thomas
presented Hasiem and Walter Willis; snnt, lawsome time, is much better.
at the hall Feb. 0.
and wife.
rence Hasiem; rook, ArthurHamor;
EUen,
Rev. C. D. Crane, field secretary of !
Mrs. James Warwick, of Roxbury, Mass., Dora Wonates; music. Miss Gilman; reciFrank Rumill is to run the Bar Island
in the Union j
Christian
Endeavor,
spoke
her
is spending a week with
father, Utions, Helen Bennett, Sherman Hancock;
weirs the coming sea* n, having been enchurch Tuesday evening.
lender Alien, of Sloningtoti.
drill, eleven boys.
gaged by Capt. M. A. Eaton, of South
Mrs. E. Benson Stanley, owner and !
Aner m* concwt a sale of home-mad*
Bluehill, who has lately purchased the
Mrs. Josephine Stanley and sons Ailie
island. Mr. Rumill has had much ex- manager of the Stanley house, has bought and Charles came from Rockland on Sat- candy and popcorn, an orange tree and a
the Cliff house. Cape Cottage, Portland,
perience in weir fishing.
urday, and will go to housekeeping in “hatchet and peanut" contest took place,
and w ill have it remodeled and open it for
from which |7.43 wm realised.
In the
The board of selectmen of Tremont will
their old home.
the coming season.
contest* prise* were awarded a» follows:
be in session the coming week at their
Mrs. L. M. Robbins, a former member of
David Heal and wife, of Centre LincolnHatchet content first, Howe Smith: see*
office at the home of First Selectman WT. W.
the church here, has sent fifty hymnals
ond, Natalie Gilman.
Peanut content,
A. Heath. The regular town business will ville, arc receiving congratulations on the and the same number of the
to
psalms
first, Eflle Walker; second, Natalie
be transacted. During the past week the birth of an eleven-pound baby boy, Feb. be
in the church.
placed
Gilman.
Tremont and Southwest Harbor boards 2. Mrs. Heal was fqrmerly Mias Mary
H.
Feb. 5.
The programme of the concert was
have been settling up business between King, of this place.
Feb. 6.
Mad.
read by Irving Young. Mrs. Ralph RenOOTT8 ISLAND.
the towns so recently separated.
N.
Feb. 3.
Berlin and Colin Gott, who have been net! had charge of the candy and popWEST EDEN.
friends in Massachusetts, are corn table, and Morris Hodgkins of the
visiting
Mrs. Miranda Branscom, of Somesville,
Capt. J. H. Rumill met with a bad acciorange tree.
home.
dent while out scalloping in his gasoline spent the past week with relatives here
The league is especially grateful for the
The building in which Gapt. E. L. Ck»W
He was struck on the knee
boat Tuesday.
Mrs. M. W. Hamor and two children
aid rendered by the outsiders, among
by the fly wheel pin. The blow cracked recently went to Northeast Harbor for a is living while he is repairing his house whom are Mrs. Ralph Bennett, Miaa
caught fire last Sunday where the stovethe knee cap and its force broke the pin. week’s visit.
Natalie Gilman and Mias Eflle Walker.
pipe goes through, and they had livelyHe is getting along well at present.
A§ the people were about to depart a rap
The social dance at Knowles' hall last work
to put it out.
and
Mr.
of
E.
F.
Prof.
Hutchings
Miller,
on the desk was given and Luther MerThursday evening was well attended. All
Frank
A.
and
wife
have
Rabbidge
Bar
the Mt. Desert nurseries,
pleas- chant, treasurer of the league, announced:
Harbor,
reported a most enjoyable time.
antly entertained on Wednesday evening, “Please be quiet, for 1 have a gift from the
been visiting the schools in this section.
The following officers of Granite lodge, in honor of Miss Harriet
of
Mcsome
interestTrask,
Prof. Hutchings has given
league for our teacher." The present was
I. O. G. T., were installed by lodge Deputy
Kinley, who is teaching here. Her frieuds •6.25 in money, which show* how Miss
ing lectures on the brown tail moth, and G. W.
C. T., and
Mayo
Saturday
evening:
Garland’s
were
efforts. Among those with whom
UanKs
and
music
in
huntpupils
guests.
the school children are interested
Mrs. Eben Burns; V. T.. Mrs. El well made a
she haa been working, are appreciated. It
very pleasant evening. Refresh- is
ing the nests.
that she will return in the
hoped
Hamor; chaplain, Octavia C. Hamor; ments were served.
At the concert, supper and social held at
spring.
treasurer, Mrs. C. W. Kittredge; financial
Feb.
5.
Cm
Feb. 5.
Spec.
the hall Thursday evening, Feb. 1, the secretary, Ida Rich; S. J.
T., Judith
The affair was for
sum realized was fuO.
ATLANTIC.
Knowles; secretary, Mrs. G. A. Fogg;
WEST
FRANKLIN.
the benefit of Chester Walls, who has
marshal, Mrs. Walter Clark; deputy marThe young people will (five a meek bell
Miss Janie Springer has gone to Bangor
been ill for more than a year, spending a
shal, Mrs. Agnes Mayo; sentinel, Mrs. M. et Seaside hall Feb. 14.
to work in a milliner; atore.
greater part of that time under treatment W. Lurvey; guard, Mrs. G. W. Mayo.
Philip Moore and wife, of Gott's Island,
in a Portland hospital. Chester’s friends
Mr*. E. M. Smith baa picked a number
Feb. 3.
M.
were In town last week
wish through The American publicly to
rialting Mr*. of pansies from her garden during these
Moore’s mother.
summerish days of winter.
WEST TREMONT.
thank those who helped make the affair
The Merry Workers met last Thursday
such a grand success, and the friends who
Mrs. Nellie Johnson, of Brewer, while
A large number from this place attended
contributed material, and those who the concert at Seal Cove Thursday even- with Ruth Staples, with but four mem- visiting here, caught a number ol pickbers. Adjourned to meet in one week erel. One in
cooked for the supper; also the young
particular gained a pound a
ladies w ho solicited and gathered up the
day, after being caught until she started
F. W. Lunt and wife came from Boston with Nina Staples.
for
home. By the time it reaches Brewer
food, and the public for its generous Saturday, where
Cept. Willard Staples snd wife left it will be a whopper.
they have been on
patronage.
business.
Wednesday morning for New York.
Feb. 3.
CB'E'ea.
Feb. 5.
N.
The three children of Capt. Willard They stopped one night in Deer Isle, with
Rich and wife, who have oeen seriously Mrs. Staples’ sister, Mrs. H. W. Small.
NORTH LAMOINE.
George Robbins,

of

Opecbee,

visiting

is

L. W. Rumill and wife and

Mrs. Zulma

_

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
INSTALLATION.

regular meeting of Asticou Rebekah lodge at Odd Fellows hall Friday
evening, officers were installed by District Deputy President Mrs. Cbarles
Allen, assisted by Mrs. Milton Arey as
grand marsbal, Mrs. Edith Qilley, grand
secretary, Mrs. Sarah Foster as grand
At

a

treasurer.
The officers are: N. G., Mrs. Georgia
Tracy; V. G., Miss Nellie Bartlett; recording secretary, Mrs. Hattie Graves;
financial secretary, Mrs. Lydia Graves;
treasurer, Mrs. Louise Smallidge; warden,
Miss Hattie Higgins; conductress, Mrs.
Mary Smallidge; chaplain, Mrs. Emma
Fait; 1. G., Mrs. Emily Peach; O. G., Melville Manchester; R. S. N. G., Miss Alice
Fennelly; L. 8. N. G., Miss Agnes McKenney; R. S. V. G., Miss Stella Bartlett;
L. 8. V. G., Miss Sarah boater; P. N. G.
Mrs. Cora Smallidge; R. S. S., Mrs. Emily
Manchester; L. S. 8., Mrs. Clara Haskell; banner-bearers, Mrs. Susie Jordan,
Mrs. Annie Crane, Mrs. Margaret Beale,
Miss Noreva Higgins.
There was a large number of visitors

and members present. At the close of the
installation refreshments were served and
a pleasant social time was spent.
Jan. 29.
L. V. G.
BASS HARBOR.
Dix is confined to
sprained ankle.

Bernice

with

a

the boose

ill

with german measles,

are

better.

Mrs. Zulma S. Clark is still at Manset,
visiting her daughter, Mrs. L. A. Clark,
where she went to be at the wedding of
her granddaughter, Miss Cora E. Clark.
Feb. 5.
Thelma.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
friends of Mrs. D. J. Manchester, of
Northeast Harbor, who, with her husband, is spending the winter in Florida,
are
being remembered with beautiful
souvenir cards.
The one received by

Peb. 4.

8

t

M las Ethel Reynolds closed a successful
school in this precinct on Friday.

term of

MARIA VILLE.

A. G. Morrison, of Lamolne. was in town
Miss Eunice Coggins closed a successful
veer as
teacher at Partridge Cove on
Sunday.
Thursday.
Mrs. Mary Carr, eighty-eight
years old,
Y.
,b. 5.
is visiting her son for a few
days.

There

was

a

sociable and sale at the

Banking.

The

laMurKHlM-st turp mt (’lira.
Itching, Hl<nit, Kb-e iti.g fro*!utlii* Ittoi
I'll
s **».
Aiiiln.iis d to r. fnn.t „10n«v
iHSHi
| tdib lucurr In ( tu It
da]
A

^^20

“Spray” was a lovely scene at Tarpon
Spring, Fla., mailed from St. Petersburg.
All friends here hope for a safe and happy
return of

Mr. and Mrs. Monchester in the

early spring.
Capt. Thomas Milan, who has been in
failing health for some months, and who
a

few weeks since sustained

a

stroke of

paralysis and rapidly failed, died at his
home early Sunday morning. Capt. Milan

was a

the Civil war, and for
at Mt. Desert
The funeral services have

veteran of

years first
| many
Rock station.

| not

Is what your money will earn if
invested in shares of the

Aotjcnismunia,

ffllisiirtk Loan and BnUdion ass b.

SORE FEET-

A NEW SERIES

Itching, burning nn * ofr«n»lr«
P*npimti. ii are instantly relieved and
*pee<My cured by warm baths and afterwards by using

la

now

open.

WHY

lightkeeper

yet been announced.
The selectmen have been very busy in
their office the past two weeks making up
the annual statement for the coming
1
March meeting. A aide iaeue and diversion
have been the coanting and
paying premiums to the schoolboys for the browntail moth nests. For some reason the
payments have been suspended for a short
! time, probably to await action of the
town meeting on the matter.
;1
Feb. 5.
Spbay.

»»'l «»n
uf price,

receipt

continue. A aeries of entertainments is
in course of preparation, the first of
which, a nnlqne allair, will be held about
Feb. IS. It is under tbs management of an
efficient committee. The Odd Fellows
banquet hail has been secured lor a time
Capt. Israel Qott, in the schooner For- in
which to hold their circle masting! as
tune, returned Saturday from a trip to they propose to have picnic sappers.
Carver’s Harbor with fish for Parker
*W>- »■
Bnc.
Bros.
Mrs. Era BoMbsob, who Is )
Mrs. Eva Benson discovered a large
eeer L. V. tank's Mere,
hawk making a meal of one of her hens. will
do plala sewtag, and ales auks ehUdraa's
She went after a steel trap which she set

ne.
fcWVs

7M Tremont

81.,

PAY

RENT

renj,

Address—

BUKKE L.

SKarrs, tl roc*. memlKly far
vtents, tl per aharr.

when yoo can borrow on your
snares, give a first mortgage and
reduce il every month? Month!'
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
and tn about ten years you

BURKES FOOT POWDER.

OWN YOUR OWN HOKE.

GKIN'DLE,

For

Hoitou. Slana.

particulars inquire of

Hast a v' W.‘ Cl'* USAS, Seely,
.ankhldg.
Nat'l Bank

First
—

_

A. W.

_

Koto. President.

KINEO
have been
two

been
■

on

RANGES

the market for twenty-

years and improvements have
made to suit the needs and

tastes of

people

until

they stand

to-

The fir'd

day the peer of all ranges.
‘year of their existence won for them
great favor, and their rapidly increasing sales and present favor
denote that they have satisfied th®
general public in every particular.

Mrs. Ethel Haines and little son Lawrence are visiting her parents,
Willard
Qott and wile.

_

(■Wiihwiitmt

!*•

by

gueet* of Miaa Olive Coolldge
Wednesday
Mr. BUnchard, master of East

Ed Crosby and wife, of Amherst, were
the guests of Mrs. Laura Shuman on

Henry Albee, who is scalloping in Rockas
land bay, is at home for a few days.
The ladiet’ aid society of the Methodist
Guy Parker returned Saturday from a
business trip to Vinalharen and Rockland. church, though not often heard from, is
not idle. It haa done good work in a
quiet
Benjamin Morphy caught two good- way. In the
paat year it baa raised faoo
six ed lobsters in his scallop dredge one day
for current expenses, and is encouraged to
laat week.

Be sure that this picture is
the form of a label is os the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy-

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
At this time one year ago it was mentioned in Tn Ammcaw that any one
pesaing along the Stevana road could behold three old maeter mariner*, whoee
given nemee were George, within hailing
distance of each other, chopping firewood;
to-day there is only one left at the work—

were

games

William Ball and wife, of South
Han-

__

a son.

Iceboating is still furnishing sport
young people.

Northeast Harbor
»

__

EDEN.
birth of

month at

cock, accompanied

Miss Ruth Williams visited at Albert
Mace’s a few days last week.
Mr. Brackett, George McLaughlin, with

Hebert Sawyer has filled his ice-house.

Bangor.
31,
Cole, a daughter, Mrs. Minnie Shaw, of
Nashua, N. H., and a sister, Mrs. A. E.
Guptill. of this place. The funeral was
held here Sund y afternoon in the union
church. Rev. G. Mayo, of Winter Harbor,
officiating. Interment at Prospect Harbor.
at

peat

the

returned homo .Saturday.

__

SEAL COVE.

boarding house open.
Mrs. Olive Cole died Wednesday, Jan.

Min Ellen Berry, who haa been
spend-

ing

GREAT POND.

For Additional

Butler Grant and Low'ell Jordan started
for Amherst Friday.

■cessful term.

;

Cushman

D.
SEDGWICK.

School closed Friday, Feb. 2, after

is

Presiding-Elder Hayward

the Methodist church Wednesday evening,
Feb. 7. Quarterly conference will be held
after the sermon.

LAMOINE.

Interesting and profitable, and was enjoyed by a crowded house, Recitations by
Mrs. Harry McNider and Miss
Luella
“Aunt Abbie” Higgins who has been
instrumental music by J. f
her daughter, llodgkinr;
with
winter
the
spending
a
duet
Mrs.
Herbert Da via and
Grant;
by
Mrs. Norris, at Bar Harbor, is visiting Mrs.
Miss Jessie Graves, and solo
by Mrs
Deloraine Higgins and other friends in
toe
Davis completed
evening's programme
this vicinity. Old and young are always
Mrs. Warren Davis presided st the pisno!
glad to see her.
Supper wss served in the upper hsll
H.
Keb. 5.
Keeipts of the evening sbout fa).

called to

were

the

summer.

often

wife

8.

__

Mrs. C. H. Stover has returned from
Waltham, Mass., where she has been the
who
past month caring for her son's wife,
has been very ill.
No snow yet, but Seth Harding, who is
cut his
near his eighty-first birthday, has
on
yearly pile of wood and hauled it out
wheels. He is now sawing it.

Mrs. Minnie Shaw,
Nashua, N. H., is
in town, called here by the death and
burial of her mother, Mrs. Olive Cole.
of

Feb.

woods.

Feb.

charge

in

of Thomas Martin.

Robinson.

Tuesday, Jan. 30,

pafra

family.
Capt. Leroy Walls is bavin* his house
shingled and painted. George L Richards
is doing the work.

relatives here.

annual

hill.

otkee

INDIAN POINT.

Sullivan last week by the illness and
death of Mrs. Tracy’s mother, Mrs. Alden

Miss Beatrice Tibbetts is visiting her
sister, Mrs. B. F. Bowden, at South Blue-

Count),

Ma

O. 8. Crockett, ol Northeast Harbor,
with his
spent Saturday and Sunday here

East

held its

yaw

Tomson.

GOULDSBORO.

Henry Tracy and
BROOKUN.
The church aid society
meeting Wednesday.

Mr additional

sea.

other pages

see

gnng* i.»«l Friday evening. In.pit*
olth,
int«n«> cold • Urge crowd
gathered ,n<1
enjoyed a eery pleasant evening

COUNTY NEWS.

fcbbntf»nntnt«.

other has “crossed the

the

James W. Foss and
wife Thursday, Feb. 1, and a son to Frank
N. Young and wife Saturday. Feb. 3.

MLTNTY NEWS.

C
■Pot

is at

many. The Ameri-

can

tha'

one

1,,

B-

Noyes

& Nutter

AIKEIM, Agent.
Mf* Co.,
Bangor, Me.

news.

"COUNTY

•"

Wt:

was*-"'

"■

CA8T1NS.
to Bangor laat week
x E. Hale, jr., wont
tor treatment for his
the
hospit*1
erter
to

eyes.

who i* employed in
Ralph Hodgkins,
is
home for a
Water»ille for the winter, at
few days.

second daughter of M. J. Hardied Monday morning from
mon and wife,
attack of pneumonia.
a sudden
C. W. Noyes, who has been spending hia
bis mother here, rewinter vacation with
week.
turned to New York last
Anns, the

Miss Pauline Faye Deveieux left Mona visit of several weeks with relaConnecticut.
tives and friends In
Schooner Joyce and Rebecca was at W.
H. Hooper’s wharf on Monday with a
for the new normal school
cargo ol lime
day for

building.
l)r.

J.

W. Orindle and wife, of New

York, who have been spending several
weeks at their cottage here, returned to
tbelr home on Monday.
Bills are out announcing a ball and supCourt Baron de Oaaper to be given by
tine, I. O. F-, Wednesday evening, Feb. 14.
Music will,be furnished by Perkins’orchestra.
Guy Sargent, of Boston, and Mrs. Herbert Sargent and daughter, of Portland,
arrived last week, called here on account
of the fire and the illness of Mrs. W. H.

Sargent.
The many friends of Dr. G. A. Wheeler
sorry to hear of bis serious illness at
his son’s home in Woodfords. At this
writing it is pleasing to learn that he is

were

tive of Ireland. HI* wife died some
years
•KO. His surviving relatives
are
the
families of Michael Cullity and Thomas
Cullity, both of Bucksport.
EAST SURRY.
Miss Cora Turner
Ellsworth.

has returned

from

additional

County New*,

Morgan is in Hirigham, Mass.,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Inez Lord.
Feb. 3 there was no ice in Patten’s bay.
Even the upper wharves were clear.
The next session of Rural sewing circle
be with Mrs. Rose Mann, Feb. 14.

will

It is pleasant to report E. C. Lord and
Mrs. E. E. Swett as improving in health.
Mrs. Frank Hamilton, who was
quite
ill for several days last week, id improv-

ing-

Miss Mattie Dow is at home from SouthHarbor, where she spent the summer
and fall.
west

Edward Stone left last Thursday to join
Catherine. The three Stone
brothers are employed on her.

the steamer

Earl, youngest son of Alden H. Mann,
who has been in Bangor for the past five
months, is at home fora vacation.
Byron Chatto is spending the week in
Maine, while his department at the electrical plant at Lynn, Mass., where he has
employment, is closed for taking account
stock.

Three chimneys in this vicinity burned
out
last week. In two instances the
houses caught, but the Are was put out
before much damage was done. The
houses where fire caught were those of
M. D. Chatto and H. H. Phillips.
Feb. 5.
C.
_

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Improving.

| Albert lieald, who has been quite ill
The concerts given by W. A. Ricker at with a bad
cold, is better.
I
afternoon
and
hall
Saturday
Emerson
Miss Jennie Grindle, of Bluehill, is vismuch
was
thoee
enjoyed by
evening
presiting Miss Esther Allen at Oakland farm
ent. As this was a “free blow out", needfor a few days.
that
Mr.
Ricker
had
a
to
less
say
good
Harry and Harold Torrey are w-orking
afternoon
and
both
evening.
sudienee,
for G. M. Allen and are keeping house in
As a result of the Are at W. H. Sargent’s
the mill cottage.
house last week, another charge In real
George Abbott, of Bluehill, Mrs. Horace
been made in town. Mr. |
estate has
Herrick and Mrs. Ida Evans visited Mr.
Sargent has bought the lot and houae
and Mrs. Abbott Friday,
ow ned by C. F. Jones, situated on the opfrom the site of his old
home. Mr. snd Mrs. Jones will make
their home for the present with Mrs.
Jones' parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lawrence, on Green street.

tee

DEER ISLE.

and wife will leave

a drama, was preFriday evening by
high school. The
encyclopedias for their

for

from

a

business

trip

to

R\e.

Capt. Willard .Staples and wife, of
Atlantic, were at Dr. Small’s a few days
this week on their way to New York,
where he will take command of the threemaster S. G. Haskell.

Mrs. L. W. Rice was called to Searsport
last Monday by the serious illness of her

us.

8.

resulted in

a score

of 28

A number of
people of this place
attended the lecture and supper at the
fpange hall in Lamoine last Wednesday

Seavey
bor last week

on

Charles Pease,

party of friends gathered at the home
of P. L. Leland and wife Monday evening.
All report an enjoyable evening.
Plutabch.
Feb. 5.
A

a

former resident of this

now

of

M.

—Adel.

already
be

ea-

to-day.

bottles

completed the cure.” Cures the
cougns and colds or money refunded. At E. G. Moose’s, druggist.
50c and fl.00. Trial bottle free.
worst

an

much Tor .~*©e.

a

question of temperament whether
Life couldn't
happy.
the whole of it before

is

we see

be

us.

We must take it by minutes, and God gives
as courage and power to conquer the trials
3f every day.—Mrs. John Sherman.
If

BROOK LIN.
James Bent lost his horse last week.
Herman Bracey, who has been seriously

ill,

spent half the

II. S. Kane has purchased
Tobias York.

large wood

a

lot of

Capt. Josiah Nutter,
this town, is very ill.

an

aged citizen of

Miss Musa Dollard has closed her school
at Sedgwick, and is at home.
Fred Stewart has moved his family into
the upstairs rent at Will Herrick’s.
Charles Blake has gone to Walker’s
pond, where he is employed on the ice.

Maynard Blaisdell, of Ellsworth, has
a blacksmith shop at the corner.
George Torrey, younger son of Capt.
Frank Torrey, is very ill with pneumonia.
Mrs. W. H. Tibbetts is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. B. F. Bowden, at South
started

On'y one remedy In the world that will at
stop ltchlnese of the sktn In any part of
the body; Doan's Ointment At any drug store
50 cents.—Advt.

l/ouise

trying

Ecgal Notices.

to im-

work

Hinckley,

her husband at

visiting
her father’s.

who

Low Rates.
On February 15. and daily until April 7,
tickets will be on sale via the Chicago, Milwaukee A 8t. Paul railway to* principal points in
L/'alifornla, Oregon ana Washington, fiom Ellswortn at ratei of $55.80 to $57.90, according to
railroads used to Chicago. Tickets will permit
of liberal stop-overs at various western points,
and are good in all tourist cars.
Corresponding reductions are made to a great
number of other points in western states, and
tickets can be purchased from your nearest
railroad station to destination. Through train
service from Chicago to principal points In the
West assist persons travelling to make the trip
without charge of care. Tourist cars dally.
For further Information apply to George L.
Williams, New England passenger agent, 368
Washington street. Boston, Mass.—Advt.

Albert tscn»cntft*

been

has

Stonington

is at

Beatrice Tibbetts has come home
Bluehill, where she has been

Miss

from South

|Une Femme.

Feb. 5.

OTTER CREEK.
A

little

son came

Smith and wife

Bracy,

Amos

of

Southwest

John

Feb. 2.

ARE

They

are

Harbor,
a

still hunting the brown-tail
Over fifty nests were found

vicinity.

last week in this

Rev. C. D. Crane, field secretary of the
Christian Endeavor society, will hold a
service at the church this evening, after
which a pie sociable will be held by the

society.
Grover, who had

Alton

measles at

attack

an

of

Franklin

three weeks ago, grew'
and was taken to the Bar

suddenly
Harbor hospital, where he has been very
ill with pneumonia. This morning he is
reported a little better.
worse

Feb. 5.

Anon.
_

EGYPT.
Miss Abbie
in

E. West is visiting relatives

Ellsworth.

Mrs. D. M. West, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with friends here.
E.

G. Burnham has had a mason here
past week repairing his mill.

for the

after
Mrs. Frank Goodwin
teaching the winter term of school at Mt.
Desert Ferry.
is

Miss

home

Blanche Clark returned Wednes*

day from Ellsworth, where she
visiting her aunt, Mrs. James E.
Feb. 5.

has

been

Parsons.
W.

«

SOUTH SURRY.
all o( the men have their wood
the woods and are waiting (or snow.

Nearly
cut in

Mrs. A. H.

daughter, Mrs.
worth.

Coggins
W.

is

visiting

her

C. Bellatty, in Ells-

Rabbits are very plenty here this w inter.
Ray Uray has shot about fifty and other
boys nearly as many.
Fred Curtis and wife have invited their

neighbors and friends to a party Tuesday
evening at the John Haskell house. All
anticipate a good time.
Feb. 5.

LOGICAL

nesses
success

owe

business
American women.
The manager of a

department

store

better
than anybody else.
that
knows
He
women *fe logical, much keener than
men
in purchasing for their homes,
much more painstaking in estimating
knows

this

R. H. Macy & Company, the original
department store and the
greatest in America, owe their success
to the discrimination of women.
American

visited his sister, Mrs. George Grover,
few days this week.
moth here.

busitheir
the
to
Sense of

Successful

WOMEN

values.

to the home of

Friday morning,

Tramp.

STATE OF MAINE.
Judicial

as.:— Supreme

Court,

Equity.

The Farmers’ Store Company (Corporation.
To the Supreme Judicial Court. In Equity.
e. perkins, of Brooks^n*
Hancock County, Maine, com pi turn
against the Farmers’ Store Company, a corporation, located at said Brooksvilie, aa«L.
says:
1.
The Farmers’ Store Company is a corporation organized under the laws of the
State of Maine, and having its established
place of business in Brooksvilie, Hancock
County, Maine.
Tne officers of said corporation are:
R. B.
Gray, president; Manning E. Perkins, secretary and treasurer; Manning E. Perkins,
Alonzo Snow and Ira J. Cousins, directors, all
of said officers being of said Brooksvilie.
2. Said complainant is a stockholder in said
corporation, and also a creditor of said cor-

Manning

poration.

3.
The business of said corporation is caron a
retail general store at North
Brooksvilie, in said town of Btooksville, dealing in dry goods, groceries, hats, caps, boots,
shoes and such general merchandise ua. is
usually bought and sold in such a retail store
4.
The plaintiff is informed and believes,
and therefore alleges, that said corporation is
insolvent, or in imminent dangei of insolvency,
and its estate and effects are in danger of being wasted and lost through attachments and
litigation threatened to be instituted against

rying

Wherefore, the plaintiff, being astockhold
said corporation, und also a creditor of
said corporation, makes this his applicat on
to this Honorable Court, by bill in equity, and

er of

the

feet thick.

Hancock

Manning E. Perkins

Bluehill.
Mrs.

time

that we consume in
pointing out the mistakes of others, we
would all be running a business of our
our own

awn.

improving.

is

we

prove

year.

once

_

Mrs. Ida Carter, who has been ill with

Bucksport, was in town
Mr.
last week, calling on old friends.
Pease has many warm friends here, who
were glad to welcome him.
town but

Feb. 6.

Almanac
inquire early. The HOC

a

B.

It is

anybody
lived did

its

NORTH DEER ISLE.

John Cullity, a resident of this town for
soon
published, and the supply will
forty-flve years died Saturday morning, haunted. Do not put it off. (Jet one
He was

cemetery.
Feb. 5.

has had remark-

ASHVLLLE.
Miss Harriet White, who has been in
Boston, returned Saturday.
Mrs. Ida Weston is spending a few
Little Arthur Jordan met with a painful
The handsome four-year-old colt Dus- weeks in Boston.
hut not serious accident while playing
owned by J. M. Ellis, died Sunday.
ter,
Mrs. Georgia Robertson sprained her
with some children last week. He had
Wallace Weed and wife, of Rockland, ankle one evening the past week.
his arm caught in an old wheel, and was
at Little Deer Isle.
Mrs. Pearl Robertson and baby recently j
dragged down a steep hill. He received a are visiting relatives
Frank Weed is in Boston, where his spent a few days with Mrs. Winfield :
severe fracture.
Feb. 5.
daughter Kathryn is still ill in the hos- Pettee.
M.
pital from the effects of the poison she
Herman Smith and Mrs. O. P. Bragdon,
GOULD6BORO.
took two weeks ago.
who have been on the sick list, are imE.
Feb.
5.
Unwood Fernald, of Bangor, La visiting
proving.
his aunt, Mrs. Horace
Quptill.
Men in this vicinity who have been emSORRENTO.
Mrs. Mary Bowie has a parlor maple
Dunbar Bros., have come out ofj
wife visited relatives ployed by
and
L.
Jellison
E.
about two feet tall which has now fiftythe wvxhIb. Lack of snow is the cause of j
week.
last
in
Hancock
friendB
and
two buds and eight blossoms.
suspending operations so early.
A little girl came to gladden the hearts
Jeffle Spurting, who has been spending
The sudden death of Mrs. Aldeu Rob- ]
William
and home of Mr. and Mrs.
two weeks with his
ertson on Tuesday of last week came as a
grandparents at East
Feb. 3—Lillian May.
Andrews,
Steuben, has returned home.
shock to her family. Sympathy is ex-!
Enoch L. Welch was taken suddenly ill, tended to the husband and children.
A new
carpet has been placed in the
at his work one day last week, and
while
Methodist church. The carpet is a fine
taken to the home of his father, J. L*
one, and adds greatly to the appearance of was
Luckiest Man In Arkansas.
The physician pronounced it
Welch.
the room.
“I’m the luckiest man in Arkansas,”
to
friends
His
hope
many
writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno, “since the
Mrs. Millie Quptill, who has been quite appendicitis.
restoration of my wife’s health after five
see him out again soon.
Ul, la much improved. Mias May Lowe,
T'
Feb. 4.
years of continuous coughing and bleed_________
who has been
ing from the lungs: ana I owe my good
caring for her, has returned
to Cherryfleld.
fortune to the world’s greatest medicine,
Homes.
reruns Almaaae In a.oeo.ooo
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumpbecome
ban
Almanac
Jarf».
The reruns Lucky Day
J*w.
will
It can tion, which I know from experience
homes.
a fixture in over eight million
cure consumption if taken in time.
My
Be sure to
be obtained from all druggists free.
and
wife
with
first
bottle
twelve
improved
BUCK8POBT.
is

na-

Funeral services were held at the schoolhouse in the Harland district on Thursday afternoon. Interment at Birch Tree

liar

business.

8 time*

American—only COUNTY paper—$1.50 per

organization, the measles, has returned to Brookline,
Mrs. Hannah Young,
Harbor, being defeated but once or twice. The Mass., where she is employed.
here.
spent last week with relatives
game of Feb. 17 against U. of M. is looked
Thursday, Feb. 1, a large four-master
Mastei Edmund Webber, who has been forward to as likely to be one of the best vessel went through the Reach. Last year
threatened with pneumonia, is much bet- of the season.
the
at this time, teams w'ere crossing
Feb. 5.
W.
ter.
Reach on the ice, which was six to eight
of

evening.

aged about seventy years.

Subscribe for The

favor of

in

containing

JOHNSON A. CO., Boston, Mass.

guest of her sister.
Rev. Mr. Bailey, who accepted a call to
the Baptist church of this place, preached
his first sermon Sunday.

to 1

ccoaoaleal iIm

For Your Stomach’s Sake

Dr. Small’s and called
up “central” by ’phone. A large party
soon arrived on the scene and by excellent
work saved the buildings.

and welcome him among
Feb. 5.

a more

Do not wait until your digestive organa are seriously impaired—do not wait until you are
troubled with frequent headaches, are feeling bilious and constipated—for your stomach's
sake, ami to preserve your good health do not hesitate to take Parsons*' Ptlla on the
first appearance of any olfthese symptom
rehabilitate
They will work wonder* in rehabilitating
your whole system—do more towards giving
you a clear brain. Sparkling eyes and rosy
any other means vou can
complexion thanwith
Parsons* Ptlla to-day
emplov. Begin
—MOW.
»& rests a best 6 for 91.00, postpaid.

and then drove to

The Green estate has been sold to Julian
A. Moore, who has been tne landlord of the
Lynnmore house at Sargentville, where he
was
well and favorably known.
The
property bought contains the old Green
house, long run as a public hotel, and for
which purpose Mr. Moore has bought it.
It is a fine building for that purpose, situated off the village square, with fine
grounds and excellent ocean and mountain views. All wish Mr. Moore success,

bottle)

S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

The home of Asa Green came near being
destroyed by fire Tuesday. Irving Gray,
driving past, discovered the Are in the
woodshed. He alarmed tne household,

father, Leroy Ward well.
There is a great deal of sickness in the
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Edwin Ordway and wife were the guests
Several are ill w'ith measles a. d
place.
found a Mayflower in the
of their daughter, Mrs. W. 8. Bridges, in
George
Tracy
bad colds.
woods Jan. 36.
Penobscot the past week.
The many friends of Edward Hamor
Miss Flora Devereux left Saturday for a
Mrs. James Parker, of Boston, is spend- will be
glad to hear that he is able to be visit in
Searsport.
ing some time with her uncle, Jeremiah out again.
Ward well, who is very ill.
Miss Della I. Hooper has returned from
Mrs. Susan Nowell has returned home
a visit with relatives in Franklin.
Rev. J. W. Price, of Clinton, preached at after
spending a few weeks with relatives
Bethany chapel Sunday, Jan. 28, in ex- in West Eden.
Bridghara Gordon and Bradbury Smith
were in Bangor Saturday on business.
change with Rev. A. E. Luce.
Mrs. Edna Burns and little daughter
Rev. A. E. Luce, who has recently reMiss Grace Clemmons, of Bangor, has
■pent a few days last week with her
turned from Burnham, where he was
been visiting her mother, Mrs. G. 8.
mother, Mrs. Francis Brewer.
called to officiate at a funeral, preached a
Hooper.
Anne.
Jan. 29.
fine sermon at the Dunbar schoolhouse
Everett E. Jellison went to North Jay
OAK POINT.
Sunday afternoon.
last Wednesday, where he is to be emFeb. 5.
L.
Charles Sargent recently purchased a ployed.
valuable horse.
Jerry Warren recently visited his grandTRENTON.
Daniel McGriffin, who has been em- parents, Washington Abbott and wife, at
Ernest F. Leiand spent Sunday with his
has
F.
L.
in the woods for
March,
East brook.
wife and children, who are boarding with ployed
returned to his home.
The Golden Rule society was very pleasWill Hopkins.
Palmer antly entertained last Wednesday by Mrs.
and Capt.
Charles Sargent
Allie Stafford and Charles Connors, of
were in Bar Harbor and Seal HarFred Crabtree.

Bar Harbor, were at the Stafford farm a
few days last week.
Mrs. John Donlin, of Frankfort, spent
Sunday, January 28, with her parents,
Alex Pierie and wife.

a

The grammar school presented the drama
“Old Country Skule” at the town hall on
Monday evening. Although most of the
actors were young, they took their parts
well. A good-sized audience was present.
Proceeds are for graduation expenses.

Stonington. This team
ably good luck since

HULLS COVE.

The ice-cream social under the direction
of Miss I'na Grey was largely attended
and a financial success.

It cure* cough#, colds and EO.re throat—reduces swellings and
the
pain from cuts, bruises, wounds, burns or scalds. The
agonies of gout, rheumatism, lumbago and sciatica are quickly
dispelled by a free use of Johnson*# Anodyne Uulnirnt. It is
a remedy that never fails to cure inside ills, or outside aches and
pains—a few drops on sugar taken inwardly, or frequent applications externally will work wonders.
takes

members.

_

Feb. 5.

Johnson’s
modm
Liniment
'/j

Pine Tree chapter has issued Invitat ions
for ladies’ night, Feb. 7. They have
arranged a fine programme and treat for
the females having claims on the chapter

corner

have returned
Belfast.

cold may lead lo serious trouble if not checked in time—asthma,
the lungs and throat are but the outcome of
common colds which might have been cured easily if taken in hand at once.
There
is not a cough or a cold that will not readily yield to the wonderfully curative properties of
or

bronchitis, tonsilitis, and other diseases of

“Rebecca’s Triumph,”

are

slight cough

A

sented at the town hall
the young ladies of the

proceeds
library.

Dangerous Throat Troubles

soon

for quite an extended trip to Florida.
Mrs. Catherine Barbour, one of Deer
Isle’s old and respected citizens, was
stricken with a paralytic stroke Thursday,
and is in a critical condition.

George M. Allen and son Roy have purchased two large wood lots quite recently
STONINGTON.
near their mill, and have a large crew of
Charles W. Brimigion has purchased the
men cutting and floating the logs down
lot his barber shop rests on of the Thurthe stream. They will soon have the mill low heirs.
in
foil
operation.
Msssasoit lodge, I. O. O. F., of Gaatine,
H. G. Banks sold a valuable colt to Hyc
The parents and friends of school No. 10 & Clark, of Rockland, last week, and
snd Gov. Brooks lodge, of Brooksville,
held s convention at the hall of Maaaaaolt were invited to attend the entertainment brought home with him a new carriage.
lodge Monday afternoon and evening. given by the pupils Friday afternoon.
The walls and ceiling of the Methodist
The hall was very prettily decorated with Quite a number were there, and were well church are
being covered with a fine steel
red, white and blue bunting and insignias repaid, for the children did much credit
ceiling. A. W. Clark, of Castine, has the
of the order, the decorations being in to themselves and their teacher, Eugene contract.
charge of E. B. Perkins. Work was ex- M. Allen. At the close of the entertainW. L. Greenlaw' lias started on a foundaemplified in the initiatory and second ment ice-cream and coke were served by tion for a residence near
the residence of
degrees by Gov. Brooks lodge and in the the little folks. All enjoyed the afternoon. Mrs. Vinnie
Warren, on Sea Breeze avefirst and third degrees by Maaaasoit lodge.
Another wedding occurred at the par- nue. C. C. Thurlow’ has the contract.
Supper w as served at 6 o’clock in G. A. R. sonage Saturday evening, Feb. 3, when
This has been a remarkable winter so
hall.
Grover A. Morse, of Bluehill, and Miss
far for the quarry business. Quarries have
Feb. 5.
G.
F.
of
were
Georgia
Candage,
Brooklin,
been running full blast all winter, losing
married. The single ring service was perno time to speak of.
NORTH CA8TINE.
formed by Rev. 8. M. Thompson. The
Mrs. Lucinda Conner has returned to bride was dressed in
The new' school building has been compale blue cashmere
Chatioe.
trimmed with lace. Her hat was pale blue pleted so far as Mr. Glover’s contract is
Robert
Domansky is attending a velvet with white tips. Immediately after concerned, but is far from completed.
business college in Bangor.
the service the happy couple drove to their Estimated cost of completion has been
Mrs. W. Q. Conner, who has been ill home at South Bluehill. They have the placed at $6,000 to fh,000.
The basket ball game, Stonington vs.
best wishes of their friends for a long and
with rheumatism, is improving.
Lewiston, in the opera house Friday night
Eastman Dodge and Frank Webster happy life.
posite

11 juti*emnt*.

other pagfi

Aunt Salome Sellers, who has been quite
ill, is somewhat improved.

Judge Spofford

Grace

of

COUNTY NEWS.
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Every woman knows that when she
deals for cash she can do her buying
more
economically than on a credit
basis.
She knows, therefore, that Macy’s,
who deal only for cash, can do both
their buying and their selling cheaper
than the stores that buy and sell on a
credit basis.
The intelligent woman who is paying
her cash knows that a cash business will give her the best possible reout

turns.

Women realize the time and money
wasted in collecting accounts, the great
number of clerks and tin* multifarious
expenses of a credit system. They know
they can get the best results at a store
which not only buys and sells more than
any other, but buys and sells everything
for cash; that relies for its prosperity
upon the fact that it gives its custom
ers all the economical benefit of a cash

system.
R. H. Macy & Company refuse all
credit accounts absolutely. There is no
man in America rich enough to buy
one dollar’s worth of goods on credit
there—not even a member of the firm.
There Is no man whose purchases,
however great, can secure for him one
cent of discount or commission on the
price paid by the smallest customer.

1.
That after notice as the Court may order
and hearing, a permanent injunction may
issue, restraining said corporation, its officers
and agents, from receiving any mone>s. payingany debts, sellingor transferring any o its
acsets, or otherwise exercising any of its privileges or f-anchises.
2.
That one or more receivers may be appointed to wind up the affairs of the corporation as by statute is provided, and that a decree of dissolution of said corporation may
be made.
3.
That such other orders and decrees may
be made in the premises as equity may in-

quire.

Dated this 30th

day of January, 19-6.
Manning E. Perkins.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—January 30,1906.
Then personally appeared Manning E. Perkins and made oath that he has read the above
bill and knows the contents thereof and that
the same is true of his own knowledge, esc* pi
the matters stated to be on information and
belief, and that as to these matters he believes them to be true.
Before me.
A. W. King,
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss.:—Supreme Judicial Court, ir.
Vacation, January 30,190o.
Upon the foregoing bill ordered: That a
hearing be had thereon before me-or some
other Justice of this Court at the Court
House, in Ellsworth, on Wednesday, the fourteenth day of February, A. D. 1906, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon. And it is further ordered that complainants give the respc ndent.
and all persons interested, notice of the lime
and place of such hearing, by causing a copy
of the bill, and of this order of court tbrreon.
duly attested by the Clerk, to be served upon
the respondent fourteen days at least before
the time appointed for said bearing, and by
ottusing an attested copy of said bill ai d this
order of court thereon to be published in the
Ellsworth American, a public
newspaper
printed and published in Ellsworth, in said
County, for two successive weeks, the last
publication to be seven days at least before
the time appointed for the bearing.
ANDREW P. WI«WELL,
Chief Justice Supreme J udicial Court.
A true copy of the Bill in Equity and Order
of Court thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton,
Clerk S. J. Court.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix o?
the last will and testament of George H.
Gouldiboro, late of Gouldsboro, in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by the term of said will. All person*
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same lor settlement, and all indebted then to are requested to make payment immediately.
Abbik Gouldsboro.
January 2, 1906.

THE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
John L.
Tof

Dyer,
Cambridge,
Middlesex county, MansacbuseU*, oy
WHEREAS,
bis mortgage deed dated

May 16,1904, recorded,
in Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds,
in book 407, page 230, conveyed to us, the una
certain
parcel of real estate sitR. H. Macy & Company appreciate dersigned.
uated in the county of Hancock and thus dethe importance of modern American scribed in said
mortgage, viz.:
“A certain lot or parcel of land lying and
merchandising. To protect the customin the towns of Mount Desert and Treers’ Interests is the object of R. H. being
mont in the county of Hancock and State of
Macy & Company, first, last and con- Maine, and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:
Bounded on the north by land of
stantly.
heirs of Asa Wasgatt. bound* d on the east by
land of Reuben Carter, M. L. Allen and land
The value of knowledge Is the use to now or formerly owned by Andrew J. Carter;
bounded on the south by land of heirs of
which It is put. You know yea can buy
Henry H. Clark; bounded on the west bv the
everything more economically in New shores of Great or Long pond and containing
Do you do It? Do you save the one hundred and twelve acres, more or K
York.
and being the same premises deeded to
money you know you can save?
this day by deed of even date by said John V..
Our 500 page Spring and Summer cata- Bomes,
John J. Homes and Thaddeus
logue. an encyclopedia of New York fash- Homes.’'
And whereas the condition of said mortgag.
Ion and household supplies, will be ready
Sent free on request. Write has been broken and remains unperformed.
in March.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
for It mote. Make use of the low prices
the condition thereof we claim a foreclosure
and save money. Address Room 201.
of said mortgage and give this notice foe
John W. Homrs.
[ that purpose.
John J. Bombs.
Thaddeus 8. Somes,
»ttornej, J. A. Peters.
NEW YOR.K
BROADWAY.
January 30,1906.
v

The Yellow Fever Germ
has recently been discovered. It bears a
cloae resemblance to the malaria germ.
To tree the system from disease germs,
the most effective remedy is Dr. King’s
New Life Pills.
Guaranteed to cure all
diseases due to malaria poison and constipation. 26c at E. G. Moore’s Drug
Store.

R. H. MACY <& CO..

*£eir

Hods

In

WISE BUYERS, BE EARLY!

KNOW

;

SALE YOU

BEGINS.

SO WELL

the

the

<>9c
98c

..

We offer all of our fall wool Waists at 5O cts.
among them sold as high as $*i.uu.

are

A bona fide clearance. Price surprises in your favor.
tions have been more radical than ever.
Our 50c dress goods at 35c and 39c
59c
75c
79c
$1.00

chosen

clerk,

elected

were

some

by

Pomona grange meets
grange Feb. 9.

Our reduc-

yard.

of Bar Harbor.

Mrs.'Lizzie Patten feels justly proud of
of butter in

twenty quarts of

time

Daniel I. Bunker and

to

its

fifteen inches long.

were

The Cause of

ount* News

»r4

Many

Sudden Deaths.
There is a disease prevailing
this
country most dangerous because so decep-

brother, Joseph

Coombs

visited

Greenlaw.

Truant
Officer
schools here this

and
the

week.

Many

E. E. Crockett made a business trip to
Rockland Monday, returning Wednesday

suaaen

—

often the result
of kidney disease. If
kidney trouble is allowed to advance the
kidne y-poisoned
blood will attack the
xSuavital organs or the
kidneys themselves break down and waste
away call by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result from
a derangement of the kidneys and a cure is
obtained quickest by a proper treatrcient of
the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
can make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
bladder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and scalding pain in passing it, and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to
go often during the day, and to get up many
The mild and the
times during the night.
er-.raordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
It
the
stands
fealized.
highest for its wonderful cures cf the most distressing cases.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-coiiar
sized bottles. You may
have a sample bottle of
|
this wonderful new dis- |
Covery and a book that
are

teas SUl about it,

both

Horae of

Swamp-Root,

free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing’mentioo
I*ading this generous offer in this paoer.

sent

Don’t make any mistake, bot remember tbe
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer’* Swamp-Rooy
and the add res e, Binghamton, N. Y., on evert
bottle.
name,

tended the masonic installation at Ston-

ington Thursday evening.
reported.

A fine time

Feb. 2.

conducted by Rev. O. G.

the

is

at

schoolhouse

Thursday

Alden Robertson, who
her home in Ashville

entertainment

on

Thursday evening

occasion and a financial
The programme included readings,
tableaux, vocal and instrumental music
and a star drill. In the drill Mrs. Nellie
Martin was leader, Misses Clara Johnson
and Rena Hooper leaders of divisions,
coached by E. E. Bragdon. Miss Leona
was

a

pleasant

success.

Oreutt

was

accompanist.
H.

Feb. 6.
WALTHAM.

A.

Miss Ethel Jellison has returned tc> her
THE MONT.
Mra.

M. A.

daughter,

home in Ellsworth Falls.

Norwood is visiting her

Mrs. Fred

Rich,

for two weeks.

Hermon Jordan has purchased

a

line

piano.

Josephine Stanley, who is studying
Friday morning, spraining music in Bangor, is home on a short vaca-

Bernice DLx slipped while playing in the
schoolroom

Mrs.

her ankle.

tion.

Mrs. Frank Dorr, of Northeast Harbor,
is visiting at the home of her brother,

Thomas Hanscome and wife, of Mariaville, are at work in the woods for Milton
Haslem.

George Wallace.
Asa Colby sawed his arm in the mill of
Eighteen members were present at the
ladies’ aid society meeting last Friday. A. K. Haslam making a gash three inches
Dr. Patten, of Amherst, took sevTw o new names were taken, making the long.
The eral stitches in the wound, and Mr. Colby
total
mcmberslyp thirty-seven.
is doing well.
society will not meet this w’eek.
Feb. 6.

L.

EAST ORLAND.
Edward A. Jordan

was

stricken

you look your way from near or far.
Whirled rapidly on, by the trolly car,
Did you think of the moderate pace we keep.
O’er the reeky roads, up the hillside steep?
As

j
|

|

Did you see by the bright electric’s glow,
The lights that are burning clear, if low,
Like a beacon ray for you who roam
Away ft on the scenes ot your early home?
Did you sec 'neath the twinkling star# of night
Mount Desert’s hills In the shadowy light;
And think, how the morning sun would gleam
And brighten their tops with It# earliest beam?
Oh
loyal children of grand old Maine ?
Do you scent the odor of “pine” again;
As the breezes over the tree tops sweep
And waken the voices of the deep?
Here are greetings, In which we all uni e
In sending to you. this festal night,
Our hearts and our thoughts are with you all
As the past, with Its memotles, you recall.
Here's a tribute to thoie who have gone before,
Whose sacred trust was the church of yore;
For which they labored with earnest prayer,
Preserved It, transmitted it to our care.
Here’s a pledge from those who abide here still,
To keep hearth-fires burning In old illuehlll:
That, when you axe longing for rest and cheer,
You'll find warmth and comfort awaiting you

with

apoplexy yesterday morning and died
shortly afterwards. He was engaged in
hauling ice at Silver lake when he was
stricken. Mr. Jordan had been in the employ of the U. S. Fish commission at the

[This beautiful poem was written by the
author, Mary Francis, on the death of a favorite Newfoundland do* in 1!*57, The author's
grief la touchingly expressed In the lines, and
she deemed them of »*uch a personal nature
An
that she was averse to their publication.
invalid friend, turnlug over the leaves of her
admired
the
and
rtad
and
poem
portfolio,
begged permission to cony It. This copy, the
author avers, was found after the death of the
copyist, and, under the Impression that he was
under his name.
the author, was published
The following is the poem, entire, as It was
originally written by Mary Francis. The
words Will appeal to many hearts that have
known the loes if the one faithful friend to
"Dead!” and my heart died with him.
••Burled !M What love lies there.
Gone, forever and ever.
No longer my life to share’

“Onlyadog!”

News has been received of the death of
widow of
Elizabeth Wooster Blake,
James H. Blake, of Nashua, N. H. Mrs.
Blake was seventy-nine
years old, the
last of the family of eight* children of
William Wooster, of Hancock.
The

evening.
George Hatch went to Vinal Haven
deaths are caused by
of the
it
heart
disease, Tuesday to attend a convention
heart lobster fishermen's union.
pneumonia.
failure or apoplexy
About fifteen people from this place attive.

at

died suddenly
Tuesday.

other

OCEANVILLE.

visiting
Supt.
Trundy

were

afternoon for Mrs.

COUNTY NEWS.

her

Capt Hodgkins

string of trout Feb. 1, in
Two out of the eleven
Flanders’ pond.

Mrs. Debbie Pickering, of Deer Isle, is

r3tmrrtisnn mis.

been

have

fine

a

Barnard

f

milk

sold.

Services

m^.'ional

sixty-one pounds
thirty-one day*. During the

which has made

a cow

GALLERT.
*!*•

A.

same.

Presiding Elder Hayward preached an
encouraging sermon at the hall Sunday
morning.
Francis Noyes is again on the sick list, Trust to our faithfulness, friends now afar;
fie is missed from the boys’ class in Sun- Over the mountain shines the true star—
The mountain, which stands as a sentinel, still
day school.
loved ones In old Bluehlll.
Mrs. Eben Smith has recently enter- Guarding your
tained her sister, Mrs. Jennie Dyer and
My Dog.
daughter, of Franklin, and Nelson Dyer,

caught

just strength

with John Dorlty

Oreutt.

in the store will go at marked-down prices.

lifts up the whole of life, and
and makes it move directly
chosen aim—Henry Van Dyke.

other page*

Noyes is spending the
Diego, Cal.
Mrs. Miriam Bunker, of Franklin, visited last week with her brother, Fred L.
Mary

Mrs.

Wash

is

tee

winter in San

79c.

strong heart makes itself felt every-

that of

EAST SULLIVAN.

A lot of fine Scotch Ginghams, the 19c kind, reduced to 9 l-2c.
12 l-2c Percales at 9 1 -2c. 15c Dimities and Lawns 9 1 -2c.
ALL STAPLE DRY GOODS REDUCED.

Courage

apparently

was

hand,

While coming from out the long past rears,
Scene after scene a* aln appears,
Recalled from the memories oi long ago.
By the presence of those you used to know.

who

COUNTY NEWS.

in Silks,

where, and
ennobles it,

which

speech

you

Your talk reverts to the olden days;
To first Impressions and childish plays.
To this old teacher, and that old flame.
And you llud your experiences much the

Warren

free-lances

numerous

For additional County X»w$.

UNDERWEAR.

the

Ells,

Boston

during his great oratorical effort. About
350 people w ere present, and everybody got
his money’s worth in good solid fun.

and HCES REDUCED.

heart; and

the

and

John

parts,

gather to night, and bard clasps
In token of how you understand
The honest pride in your native place.
Which shows in every smiling face.

was

j

••Blue”;
Though absent f;om home, with loyal hearts,
You are sharing the joy which friendship ImAs

selectmen

three

speech of the evening, and the speaker was
applauded to the echo when he took his
seat, and in fact at frequent intervals

$1.19

of

they

gave the
Bloomfield
Higgins, Eden’s deputy sheriff,on the propositionto divide the town. It was the prire

We have several small lots of Misses', Children's and Ladies’
Underwear which we close at a reduction.
Dress Goods Reduced. *

M.

and

\Yasgatt

Vernon

merriment.

The

Out the Black and Colored Dress Goods.

Everything

vastly pleased,

greatest pleasure

A lot of white Mercerized Waist Patterns at 70 cts., reduced
from $1.50 and $2.0u.

yard; reduced from

Here's a health to tbe s ns and daughters, too.
Of the town that’s known by Its "Hill” so

bit of

a

passed.

programme was completed,
were served, and when the
“good-nights” were said, it was with
pleasant anticipations of another reunion
next year. The reunion was largely attended, about 100 being present.
The poem by Mrs. Mayo follows:

good show,

a

K.

After the

mooted

a

whom

refreshments

butted in whenever occasion offered.

WAISTING s.

at 59c per

the

sisted

...

Greatly Reduced.
There

Biggest Bargain

Reds gave

was

still

are

one

friend -Mrs.

Hoyt).

Shaw, and A. Salesman Newman.
The various articles in the warrant were
discussed by previously-appointed orators,
who kept the audience in good humor as-

FURS REDUCED.

The

go-

money, which is per- j
It was an old- ;
main thing.

quite

much

1.48

at 5c and 10c per

sides in
now

fashioned town meeting, and the proceedings were cl sely along the lines of a
March meeting.
Osmond Emery wa9 elected moderator,
and presided in a manner which caused

Women's Fur-lined Coats, black broadcloth covering—
$31.50 reduced from $45.00
$17.98 reduced from $27.50
*•
$50.00
$37.50
$35.00
$27.50
a reduction of one-third to one-half
at
furs
small
and
scarfs
Muffs,
of former price.
.....
We have had a big fur business, and now all that are left will
March Out to the Quickstep of a Great Clearing Sale.

bargains

enterteinments

two

the audience

We have some long Kimonos and Bath Robes which we offer at
one-third of former price.

See our

which is

at

on

question.
Anyway the

1M-I-’

$2.00,

contesting

contest

as a

The programme consisted of a piano aolo
by Mis* Ober, songs by Mr*. Peters,
music by the orchestra, a speech by S. C.
Stone, of West Koxbury, treating largely
of the influence of Bluehill academy, and a
reading by Mrs. Iceland T. Powers (Daisy ;

the Y. M. C. A., gave an entertainment at the gymnasium on Thursday
evening of last week which some say
eclipsed that of their rivals, the Blues,
given a few evenings previous. The
Blues, of course, do not admit the truth of
this assertion, and the relative merits of

ing

j haps

now

wap

halves, the former

of the

one

membership

of A. F. Merrill has shut down
A. K.
on account of scarcity of wood.
manufactured
Haslam has also nearly
All are
what lumber he has on hand.
anxious for snow.
H.
Feb. 6.
The mill

Yet these

are

Yes,‘ only!”
bluet tears!

Weary and heartsick and lone,
I turn to the coming years.
Something that always loved tue;
Something that 1 could trust;
Something that cheered and aoothed me,
Is mouldering in the dust.
Gentle and faithful and noble,
Patient and tender and brave,
My pot, my playmate and guardian.
And this Is his lonely grave.
I go to my empty chamber.
And Unger before the door;
There once was a loving welcome—
I listen for that no more.
1 sit by my lonely hearthstone,
And lean my head on my hand;
Ob, the best of my wayward nature
Lies low, with my Newfoundland.
One plank, when the ship was sinking,
In a wild an ) stormy sea,
One star, when the sky was darkened,
Was the love of my dog to me.
A star that will shine no longer,
A plank that has missed my hand.
And the ship may sail or founder—
No watcher Is on the strand!

Oh, well may the Indian hunter
Lie calm on his couch of skins,
When the pain of this world ceases,
A nd the joy of the next begins.
On the happy burning prairies.
Under bluer skies beyond.
Will not hla steed and watch dog
To hla spirit call respond ?
Blue

bunting grounds of the red man,
May not I dream the dream?
Surely, my old companion
Awaits till I cross the stream!
Waits with a faithful yearning,
Almost akin to pain.
Till, in some future heaven,
He bounds to my feet again.

—Mary Francis.
BUCKS PORT.

Mrs. Elizabeth B. Skeele, well known in
hatchery in Orland for nine years, and was this village, died at the home of her son,
a valued assistant and highly
respected Rev. A. F. Skeele, in Painesville, O.y Satman.
His ag? was sixty-three y?ars.
urday, aged eighty-three years. She was
Feb. 7.
a sister of George Blodgett, of this place.
Spec.

Recovery.

W. Mayo. This greeting touched every
heart, and was received with enthusiasm,
and a hearty vote of thanks to Mrs. Mayo

THE RKII8 ENTERTAIN.

33c
"Sc

$1.00
1.50

EMBROIDERIES

ing from Bluehill, written by
all Bluehillers claim

_

The Reds,

made

1.60
50c Kimono Sacks, at

1.50

lake.

interest

an

Pe-ru-na For His

enough to have been “adopted” or to
“rusticated” in the little village at
the head of the bay.
An orchestra led by Mr. Lrpffler rendered many pleasing selections before the
regular programme was announced by
Lemuel W. Peters, who after a few cordial
words of welcome read a poem of greet-

interesting game

played

Meekison Gives Praise to

Congressman

have

basketball that has been played here
this season, the local Y. M. C. A. team defeated the five from the Orono high school
on Friday evening, by the score of 18 to 8.

winning.

79c

$1.00 Flannelette or Percale Wrappers at
1.23

Clearing

Eagle

HAD CATARRH THIRTY YEARS.

(special)-The annual

nate

of

Iing

KIMONOS. DRESSING SACKS AND WRAPPERS.

Waists

and most

best

two association teams,
game between the

REMARKABLE REDUCTIONS.
of I.adies’ Suits, regardless of former cost at .*4.08
choice
Take your
Coats at $2.98, $4.98 at $7.48.
2o per cent, reduction on Dress Skirts.
Misses' and Children's (iarments, a reduction of 33 1-3 percent.

••

the

boys gave the local team the
hardest fight they have had on the home
floor this year. The Whites and Blacks,

SUITS, COATS. SKIRTS.

••

has

The Orono

have been
Kvery January Reduction Sale of the past, and they the
in
variety
notaoie enough, is to lie excelled—that certainly is shown
the marvelof tic- merchandise, the soundness of the qualities offered,
forward
lous cheapness of the most desirable kinds. Bargains press
if price
from every section of the store—nothing shall be left behind
sold
All
sale.
this
goods
will -ell it. No goods will be charged during
strictly for cash.__

Eiderdown Dressing Sacks, $1.00,
••
$1.50,

at Mr. Roberts’ camp at

the

5

Jan. 31. A delightful evening was spent
in renewing old friendships.
This reunion is looked forward to each
all “Blueyear with great pleasure by
hi'lers” and those who have been fortu-

his
guest of Charles B.
visit he talked over the prospect for the
j annual horse show which will be held
! here as usual next August. On Sunday he
was the guest of W. M. Roberts at a men’s

j dinner

Rustleator*

reunion of the Blue hill people in Boston
and vicinity was held at Bewail ball,
Huntington avenue, Wednesday evening,

evening.

association,
few days as
Pineo. During

|

REDUCTION

Boston, Feb.

H. N. Voss, of New York, secretary

W.

and

Meet In Boston.

Sessions will be

afternoon and

morning,

held

Natives

Bliiehlll

Town

i of the Bar Harbor fair
been in town for the past

REDUCTION SALE.
JANUARY

Mock

a

church Saturday.

tional

!

ANNUAL

THE GOOD OLD-FASHIONED

at

Meeting—News Notes.
A meeting of the local union of the
Christian Kndeavor and Epworth Leagm
societies will be held at the Congrega-

A SALE
YOU WILL TALK
ABOUT.

IKI.GALLERT.

Entertain

Sbbrrtticmrmt.

BLIKHILL REUNION.

BAH HAHBOK.

Sbtjmtsrmtmt

The good

loves all men. He loves
to speak of the good of others. Love of
man is the chief of all the virtues.
The
mean man sows that himself or his friends
may reap, but the love of the perfect man
is universal.—Confucius.
man

CONGRESSMAN MEEKISON PRAISES PC Rl)-NA.
Hon. David Mcekteon, Napoleon, Ohio, ex-member of Congress, Fifty-illtlt
District, writes:
*/ have used several bottles of Peruna and / feel greatly benefited
I feel encouraged to believe that if
my catarrh of the head.
/ use It a short time longer / will be fully able to eradicate the disease of
thirty y ears' standing. '••••David Meeklson.

thereby from

\“
V

Stone county,
ANOTHER SENSATIONAL CORE: Mr. Jacob L. Davis, Galena.
1 have been in bad health for thirty-seven years, and after taking
Mo., writes:
twelve bottle* of your Peruna 1 am cured.”—Jacob L. Davis.
If you do not (1-rlTe prompt and satisfactory results f-vm the use of Peru:
will
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a full statement of your case, and he
pleased to giv# you his valuable advice gratia.
Address Dr. liar tm an. President o£ The Hartman Sanitarium. Columbus, O.
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Kane; recorder, J. F. Staples; reo iver,
R. G. Osgood; financier, W. A. M'Jraw;
guide, W. G. Rich ; inside watchman, C. I\
Anderson; outside watchman. K. E.Swttt.
Feb. 6.
3.
B.

p<\pm

NORTH BROOKUN.
Those who have conceived the idea of

getting

up an entertainment
start on the project at once.
Arthur

arc

1

going to

NORTH FRANKLIN

Sargent and family, who

were

have gone to Rockland to pass the remainder of the winter.

from

here

went

to

Sedgwick

a

Curtis

to

Ellsworth Monday

in

Jordan

Winfield

Tracy’s

hear Mr. Koch preach his
first sermon as pastor of the Sedgwick
Baptist church.

yesterday

was

business.

on

recently burned out,
Home

Abbott

Moses

Monday,

visited

at

Everett

few

days last week.
Hooper suffered a second
and

is in

a

critical condition.

Jellison and wife went to StSaturday to visit relatives. They n tur
8. W.

n

i

George Torrey is critically ill at his
home, with lung fever. Several doctor* art* Monday.
Thirteen candidates are in wa/. :n<
in attendance upon him daily. Hi* recovfor the first an<d second degree* at tie
ery^* hoped for by his friends.
The history of the Sedgwick church i* next regular meeting of Schoodic gr«: ;•.
The question, “Resolved that a C li ^
out and is very interesting,
containing as
it does much information in regard to the Education is of more Benefit to a Y'-nng
Man Starting out in Life than a Thousand
early settlers of the towns of Sedgwick
Dollars,” will be discussed by the
and Brooklin.
ben*.

Capt. Frank Torrey, in the schooner
Carrie A. Bucknam, arrived hafely at
Fajardo, Porto Rico, Jan. 30, with hard
pine from Wilmington, N. C. His telegram reports all well on board.
People from here, who faced the cold
wind

Friday evening

Riverside hall

to

ace

Feb. 5.

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. Charles Cheater
Mrs.

and went over to
the drama, “The

enjoyed by all,

remembered.
Feb. 5.

and

one

to be

SURRY.
M. E. Linneken was in
business last week.
Six

on

candidates took the first and second
in Arbutus
grange last Friday

Rev. P. A. A. Killarn
preached in the

Mrs. A. L.

Treworgy and her husband
up to the head of Patten’s pond
mg last Friday. Mrs
Treworgy shot
five rabbits while her husband
got eight.
T
officers of Surry
lodge, No. 68, A. O.
v- v
Kerv installed
last Saturday night
It

fui

,ows;

A. Ball received a box of Ca::
oranges recently from 1. L. \N indwell, who ia spending the winter at Los
fur man

Angelea.
W. H. Ball and wife and Mias Marguerite Ball, of Hancock Pamola grants
attended the grange lecture at Laraoine
last week. A good time ia reported.
Feb. 5.
HappT.
BLl'EHILL FAIifl.
Candage ia on the sick lint.
Mra. Isaac Dowe and aon Byron, of Bluehill, spent Bunday with her mother,
Mrs. Joanna Co nary.
Bewail

Elder Wooda, of Surry, held aervices in
achoolhouae Bunday. He was accompanied by hia daughter Hath.
Feb. 5.
Cbcmb-.
the

]

dfibcttisnurnis.

For Nervous Children
Portland

Baptist church last Sunday afternoon, and
Mrs. Emery conducted a
prayer and praise
service in the
evening.

It

in

C. A. Penney ia visiting frien

Xenophon.

A. (J. Ray, of
Brewer, was in town one
day last week, to attend the funeral of his
uncle, Jesse M. Ray.

a*

Bangor last

long

degrees
night.

«■

in

Bangor.
the
Henry

cake, candies and ice-cream were served
by Mrs. Emma Gherman, Mrs. Lizzie
Staples, Mrs. Hattie Joyce and Mrs. Hattie
Tyler. Mr. and Mrs. Staples were the
recipients of a beautiful present. It was
occasion

was

week.

Deacon,” presented by the students of
Bluehill-Ueorge Stevens academy, were
very much pleased with the production.
They speak very highly of the manner in
which the respective parts were rendered.
Everett Hale, of this place, took one of
the leading parts.
A large part of North Brookiin turned
out Thursday evening to go to
Brookiin,
and give an old-time neighbor and former
resident of the community, John F.
Staples, a surprise party, it being the anniversary of his birthday. Mr. Staples,
who was at a meeting, was
surprised indeed on corning home to find his house
full of people. However, he was
fully
equal to the occasion. Many kinds of

an

Mak.

Past-master workman,

F.

A

Teaspoonful

of “L.

F.”

North Bucksport, Me., Oct. jo, 190,5.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used "L. F.” Bitters for about
and have found it very beneficial.
One of my neighbors has »
small boy who had a very nervout
trouble. “I.. F.” lias almost completely
cured him in a very short time.

two years

Yours truly,
MRS. JEDEDIAH SEAVEY,
nerve pressure by natures
method. A healthy liver ami weU
You can depend
regulated bowels.
upon "L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters, 3i
cents at all stores.

Eases

own

T.

| Jellison; master workman, W. R. Millii ken; foreman, H. E. Couary;
overseer, W.
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